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Editor’s Note
Dear Readers,
Thank you for opening the 2018-2019 issue of Fine Print Literary Magazine. A lot
of hard work went into the creation of this magazine and I am thrilled that you are taking
a look inside. I would like to thank everyone who contributed to this magazine. This
includes our amazing advisors, Dr. Matt Skillen and Jesse Waters, our Digital Coordinator,
Susan Krall, who helped with my endless questions about our new online system, all staff
members, and anyone who contributed work towards the magazine. So much goes into
making this magazine possible and each person involved deserves to be recognized.
This magazine would not be possible without the immense talent and dedication of
the students, faculty, and alumni of Elizabethtown College. This year, we received more
than 150 works for consideration. If possible, I would have loved to include each piece
in the magazine. There is so much talent in the Etown community and I am honored to
review so many submissions.
If you have work in this magazine, congratulations and thank you for your
contribution. If you worked on the Fine Print staff, thank you for your tireless work
throughout the semester. And if you just happen to be reading our magazine, thank you for
taking the time to view our work. I hope you enjoy it as much as I do.
Megan White, Editor-In-Chief
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A Morning Stroll
Atikah Ahmat
Dad pulls out his Marlboro

It’s still early,

But his eyes seemed sad.

And faces the opposite
direction,

With hardly any noise from—

I remind him that I’m still his
little Cougar Cub.

Shielding me from the
suffocating cloud.
He looks out from the porch
In thought.

“Woof!”
I spoke too soon.
I’m greeted by blue and orange
orbs

We didn’t walk very far

Staring back at me.

But not without a stop at
Murray’s Shop.

So we make a U-turn,

I sit down on the bench

It growled, revealing a set of
white teeth,

And notice our iron lady,

Waiting to bite my hand off.

Marching down Sycamore.

I got pulled to the side

I didn’t know her very well,

By my dad.

I should have been angry,

But I looked forward to her
stories

I let out a sigh of relief.

But, I admit,

Of family mishaps,
And cursing at rude strangers.
Dad puts out the smoke

I was a little happy:
I walk down memory lane,
Toward my elementary days.

Once the box runs out,

Dad looks at me,

Our adventure begins again.

“Remember that rainy day when
And commences our little walk; I took you to school?”
I haven’t managed to wash off
the dirt
From our last adventure
through the suburbs.

I smiled.
We didn’t have an umbrella,
So dad’s jacket was the next best
thing.
Dad laughed,
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Dad stuffs his small, red and
white box into his pocket.

Aging

Grace Gibson
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A Lifelong Friend
Rachel Chapman

I still remember the first time I saw her. In many cases, humans have shown that we tend
to forget most of what has happened to us prior to age seven. While the memory is vague, it’s
one that has always stayed with me. It was Halloween night, and I was all ready in my Cassie the
Dragon costume from the infamous cartoon Dragon Tales. At three years old, I thought it was
the coolest costume ever. I don’t remember much of the trip to the hospital, or the hospital itself
for that matter, but I remember my mom in her bed, and the flashing light from a camera going
off, the rest of the world darkening around the bulb as someone captured the memories we were
making and would look at for years to come. Then there she was, wrapped in those tiny little
striped hospital blankets. With her chubby face and tiny little fingers, I looked at her and realized
that I had become a big sister. I now had someone to play with all the time, someone to talk to,
and someone to share my life with. She was already so much more to me than just some little
baby in my moms arms, she was going to become my best friend. I was certain of that.
*****
“You’re so boring,” she said, rolling over onto her side. It was a gorgeous hot July day, and
the sun was beating down on us as I read To Kill A Mockingbird sprawled across my favorite
striped towel on the Ocean City beach. All she wanted to do was swim in the ocean, and all I
wanted to do was find out what was going to happen to little Scout, and get a rich, deep tan that
I already knew every girl back home would have by the time middle school began. My mom
was reading her own book and my dad was busy making sand castles with our little brother, who
occasionally got distracted by all the seagulls padding along the sand looking for leftover chips
and crumbs.
“Fine,” I moaned, finally putting the book down and standing up. The truth was, the heat
had begun to get to me and I needed the swim more than I wanted to admit it. Courtney jumped
up right away, and we headed down to the water together. The waves were rough that day, and
the lifeguards weren’t letting anyone out far. Regardless, we made our way past the breaking point
for the majority of the waves, the ones that usually got the infestation of shoobies along the edge
of the shore. We went way out to where our feet could just barely touch the bottom, and the sea
rocked us back and forth.
We rode the lumps in the water that transformed into waves behind us, feeling the
weightlessness the water gave us as we bobbed up and down along the top of the water. We were
out there for centuries, staying afloat and talking about what teacher Courtney hoped to have for
fourth grade, what middle school was going to be like for me, and where we were going to find a
place to eat tonight that our picky little brother would be able to eat at as well. Then eventually
after being out there long enough, the waves began to pick up and we decided to swim in to shore.
As we got closer to the shore, the waves got rougher and harder. We got knocked down at least
twice on the way in. After the one Courtney stood back up and yelled out, she had gotten all
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scraped up along the bottom of the ocean. Then, behind us, the
thunderous crash of another wave picked up, and I turned around
to see it tumbling in towards us. This one was bigger than the
last. I shouted at her to get down, but it was coming in too fast.
Without thinking, I jumped out at her, wrapped my arms around
her, and drove us straight down into the water.
One of the most magnificent things about diving under
waves is when you can feel the current just above you, all that
force you dodged swirling around right on top of you, while you
stay safe in the calm waters beneath the current. As we dove
down we were so close to missing that current, so close to the safe
underbelly of the monster, but we missed by a hair. One strong
gust got us, and we tumbled along the floor of the water. With
my eyes shut tight against the salty water of the ocean, I held her
firmly in my arms refusing to let go. As the water about calmed
down, I pulled the both of us to the top, as we stood and took in
air our lungs were deprived of for too long. After getting a grip of
ourselves, we took each other’s hands and finished making our way
to shore.
By the time we got back to our spot on the beach the
lifeguards had called it a day, deciding that the water was too
rough for people to be swimming in. The family a few towels
down from us had a man who had dislocated his shoulder in the
water. So we decided to pack up, make our way back to the beach
house, and get ready for a night out on the boardwalk. We never
really spoke about what happened out in the water afterwards,
besides showing our parents the scratches we endured. But I could
never shake the feeling of instinct that came when I saw the wave
coming at us, and the feeling that I had to take her and get her
down beneath the water, that as her big sister it was my job to
make sure nothing happened to her.
*****
“Are you sure you want to do this?” my mom said, giving
us both that look we knew all too well. The one where she
knew the decision we were making was one we’d regret later,
but we insisted all the same. It was late August day at Knoebels,
9
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and Courtney and I insisted on riding the haunted mansion ride.
Keeping in mind, that I was and still am the biggest chicken in
human existence. But for some reason both of us thought it would be
fun to do this ride, thinking, it’s the middle of August, how scary can
this ride be? It turns out that while a haunted attraction may be up
during the summer, it doesn’t make it any less scary.
We climbed into the roller-coaster seats, the woman working
the ride buckling us in and giving the “keep-your-hands-insidethe-vehicle” schpele. I looked over and beamed at her, excited to
be riding this ride and proving that I am grown up and can do
scary things. It only took me about six seconds into the ride to
realized that I wasn’t quite there yet. The doors opened and we were
consumed by darkness. The kind that fills up every square inch of a
room, suffocating you. At first there was nothing but silence. And
then the ride began. Out of the darkness animatronics popped out,
screaming and reaching for us. Noises crept up from behind us and
the roller coaster cart jerked this way and that.
“Okay, I’m done!” I screamed, bending over and closing my
eyes. We wrapped our arms around one another, as she yelled “Close
your eyes!” over and over. The two of us sat through the rest of the
ride like that, wrapped up together against the evil monster-robots
out to get us. Our eyes shut tight from the rest of the world. Then,
suddenly, the doors in front of us opened and we were thrust out
into the light. I opened my eyes, letting go of my sister and feeling
warmth of summer wrap me up again. I looked over at her, into her
blue green eyes as she looked up at me. “We are never doing that ride
again” I said, letting out a deep exhale.
*****
We all waited on the benches along the wall, as each of us was
called in alphabetical order. It was the senior meet, where posters
were made for us by our friends on the team, sappy speeches of our
years of swimming and the friendships we forged were given, and
then we all ate pizza and watched a poorly-put together slideshow
with a bunch of baby pictures of us followed by our own photography
session of getting-pictures-with-all-your-friends. It was the best meet
of the season.
Now I went up, and stood on top of the bulk at the shallow
end of the pool. Courtney got up, and took the microphone. I

picked her to give my speech because she is my sister. She has never been one to speak in public,
let alone give a speech. I had thought about picking another teammate for the job, but my mom
hit me with the universal guilt-trip line, “...but she’s your sister ”. So I picked her. What she had
planned to say was a surprise for me, but everyone told me that they had either read it and it was
good, or that she had been working really hard on it, so I figured it couldn’t be that bad.
She started by talking about how after Colin, our brother, was born we had to share a
room. She explained how we set it all up and how everything went down, even taking a small
humorous stab at how I’m a pain to live with, always liking everything to be clean and organized
(which she is not by any means). Then she shared with everyone the goofy games we used to
play when we first started sharing a room together when we were little, and how we were always
getting in trouble for staying up too late. Looking up from the paper, we locked eye contact. “...
they would always ask why we would stay up so late, and I remember thinking why go to sleep,
when I can stay up all night talking to my best friend? ” And then she got me, along with just
about every member of our team. When she said that I felt myself lose control and tear up. All
those memories of our early childhood together came flooding back, all the silly games we’d play
and secrets we’d share behind closed doors. Our closed doors. In a few short months it would
no longer be like that, and I would leave for school. When she finally wrapped up, I walked
down to her to get my flowers and senior gift, and pulled her in and held her close to me.
Through all the years, my sister has been by my side through thick and thin. We’ve shared
so many memories, as well as laughter, tears, and moments of pure indescribable happiness.
We’ve been through it all together, and while we can get on each other’s nerves more often then I
would like to admit, I wouldn’t trade my time with her for anything in the world. Having a sister
is like having a best friend, one that you have the pleasure of watching grow up with through the
years. Being so close in age, I not only got to watch her grow and become the amazing young
athlete she is today, but I also had someone to go through my life with, someone who was there
every step of the way. And every step of the way she surprises me again and again. I could not
have asked for a greater best friend to share my life with.
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The Ocean
Sam Romberger

The Ocean is pushing and pulling itself
In and out of my memory.
I recall hands weaved between mine,
The arms shivering and hair blowing
In their wild seaside waltz.
The water tried to reach us,
Stretching itself thin and white,
Until it ran out of breath, and fell,
As we tiptoed just past its cold, foamy fingersLaughing at it, and laughing at ourselves
For caring about anything
When the whole world is just saltwater
That spills off the Earth.
I listen to the moon
As I walk on leaf imprinted pavement
With my knuckles white in my pockets,
My cheeks red and cold,
And its solemn face whispers
That it still pulls the water.
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Capturing the Oregon Coast
Hannah McConnell
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Puppy Days of Prime
Kaylee Kline

Vast rolls of waving crops cover the valley

At my side by a lengthy black tether.

With a thick golden blanket.

I laugh at her clumsy crouch,

Teens weave through the fields,

Wistfully recalling her puppy days

Dodging around stalks like samurai,

When she was youthful and spry,

While cows graze nearby.

Although I had not yet reached my prime.

The Kreutz Creek laps hungrily at its banks,

Days of backyard play

Anxiously awaiting the second course of rain.

Consumed those better years.

Children wade into its murky depths

While my parents waged wars behind closed
doors

In search of leftover ropes and vines
They can use for swings.
Tadpoles and minnows flee them upstream,
Away from their splashing and shrill screams.
But Tundra plunges on,
Her white tail held low in a curious manner
While her nose searches for any sign of life.
Without warning,
She suddenly halts our walk along the creek.
I follow her gaze to a lonely duck.
She releases a bark of complaint, stuck
14

I turned the playset into a castle
With Tundra as my queen,
And I, her loyal knight,
I believed the two of us to be unconquerable.

A Girl’s Best Friend
Katharine Bixler
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Reflection
Miranda Fedor
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Eyes Closed
Megan White

We were always playing games. Hide and seek was our favorite. In a house as big as ours,
there were plenty of places to hide which made each game exciting. We found crevices in between
unused furniture, hidden doorways that led to rooms we knew we shouldn’t be in, and ventured
down into the basement, though its dark corners scared us half to death. We continued to discover
new places. One afternoon we stood in the library, a place we spent a lot of our time. The books
intrigued us, though most of them were too advanced for us to read. We would pull them down
in stacks and make up our own stories to go along with the images on the covers. I wore a short,
white dress with a puffy, white tulle skirt. My twin sister stood across from me in an identical dress,
but hers was blood red.
“No peeking,” she whispered to me as she covered my blue eyes with her tiny, cold hands.
She held me tight. “I have a surprise for you.”
“What is it?” I whispered, my voice full of excitement.
“Are your eyes closed?”
“Yes, yes! They’re closed!” I squealed. My sister took her hands off of my eyes and grabbed
my hand.
“Follow me,” she whispered directly into my ear. “And keep your eyes closed or you’ll ruin
it.” I heard our soft footsteps padding across the carpet and a door opened. I wasn’t scared. I knew
the house better than anyone, and I had complete trust in my sister.
“Where are you taking me?” I asked.
“Shh!” she hissed. “You have to be completely silent or you’ll scare them.”
“Scare who?” I whispered, opening my eyes a crack when I felt the bitter wind of the night
air on my skin.
“Eyes closed!” I clamped them shut once again and clutched to my sister’s arm with my
free hand.
“You’re hurting me, Evie,” my sister hissed at me.
“You’re scaring me, Sophia,” I spit back. “Why are you doing this?”
“I’m trying to show you something. Open your eyes.” Finally, I opened my eyes and let
go of my sister’s hand. We were standing at the edge of the forest by our home, though as far as I
could tell, nothing was different.
“What am I looking at?” I asked.
“You don’t see them?” She asked, looking at me like I was the dumbest person in the world.
She turned her gaze back on the forest, her eyes full of wonder as she giggled.
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“See who?” She didn’t answer me, just pointed at the woods and continued to giggle.
“Soph, you’re freaking me out. I’m going to get mommy.”
“No!” Sophia grabbed my arm, her tiny fingernails digging down into my skin. “You
can’t tell mom.”
“Why not?”
“She’ll keep me away from them.”
“Away from who?” I yelled, ripping my arm from her grasp. Sophia looked at me in
shock and took a step back towards the forest. I opened my mouth to say more but stopped
when I heard something coming from the forest. It was a low, fast whisper. It sounded like it
was beckoning us towards it.
“You hear it, don’t you?” Sophia exclaimed, clapping her hands. There was no fear on
her face, but my entire stomach had tightened, and my palms had started to sweat.
“What is that?”
“Don’t be scared, Evie,” Sophia said. “They’re my friends!” She took a few steps
towards the line of trees.
“Sophia!” I called out. “Don’t go in there!” The whispers were getting louder and
faster, though I still had no idea what they were saying.
“Come on, Evie!” Sophia called out, skipping into the woods. I could barely see her
through the thick branches of the trees, and I was thankful in that moment for her red dress. I
stayed where I was, my feet practically glued to the grass.
“Sophia, come back!”
“Evie! Come on!” Her voice was further away now, but the whispers still remained
strong. I stood there, contemplating what to do next. We were forbidden by our mother to ever
go into those woods. She was afraid we might get lost or hurt. I followed the rules, but Sophia
always liked to test the boundaries.
“Everly! Sophia! What are you doing out here?” I spun around quickly at the sound of
our mother’s voice.
“Mom!” I yelled, finally moving my feet to run towards her. I collided into her legs and
wrapped my skinny arms around them. She put a hand on my shoulder and took one look at
my fear filled face.
“Where’s your sister?” She asked, looking over towards the woods. She already knew
the answer.
“She went into the woods.” I told her. My mother started to walk towards the woods
and the whispers started up again, but this time they sounded angry, like a warning.
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“No, mommy!” I pulled her back by her skirt. “Don’t go in there! The whispers will
get you!”
“What are you talking about, Evie?” She asked. “What whispers?”
“You don’t hear them?”
“I don’t have time for games, Everly. Go back inside. I’ll find your sister.” She ripped
my hand off her skirt and walked to the edge of the trees.
“Sophia!” She called into the woods. “Sophia, get back here!” The whispers grew
louder still and, finally, I could decipher what they were saying.
“You told,” it hissed at me. I jumped back and fell on my butt, my white dress landing
in a pile of mud. “You told a big person. You broke the rules.” I felt as if the whispers were
right on top of me now and I put my hands up to protect myself, letting a loud shriek escape
my throat.
“Evie!” My mom ran back over to me as the whispers surrounded me and I started
thrashing around, trying to escape them. Mom managed to pin my arms down and calm me as
a thick fog filled the cracks in the trees, making it near impossible to see into the forest now.
“Someone help!” Mom yelled as I started to thrash around once again. This time
I was trying to escape, to get to the woods and Sophia. I could feel the darkness in the
whispers, could feel the evil in them. I needed to save my sister.
“Let me go!” I screamed in my mother’s face. Her eyes widened as I lashed out,
scratching three long gashes into her arm. She let me go and I ran at the forest, ignoring the
hissing of the whispers. I tried to enter the forest, but something blocked me out and I simply
fell to the ground, my body weak from all the effort I had been exerting. I heard other voices,
human voices, coming towards us and knew I was out of time.
“Everly!” My father ran over and wrapped me in his arms. He pulled me to my feet
and wrapped me against his chest. “Where’s Sophia?” He asked my mother.
“She went in the woods,” my mother said frantically. “Evie started freaking out and
talking about whispers.”
“No more whispers,” I mumbled, shutting my eyes as if that would shut out the
sound. My dad stroked my hair and I felt him start to walk, still holding me in his arms.
“I’ll get a few guys together to go find Sophia,” my dad promised. “You should get
someone to look at those scratches.” Dad carried me through the backyard and the gardens. I
looked back over his shoulder, watching the forest as we walked away. Just as we were about
to turn the corner of the house, I spotted a pair of eyes that looked just like mine accompanied
by a pair that were glowing and yellow.
“Sophia,” I whispered. She held up one finger to her lips, smiled, and spun around
with the creature next to her. They ran.
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Substance Abuse
Sarah Kaden

If I can drink enough, I taste your lips;
in this brume I can lay down next to you –
my hands caress soft curves of legs and hips.
If I can drink enough, we are anew.
Pathetic, sad, I know it’s in my head,
I combat this withdrawn grave with feigned
bliss.
Oh, darling, I wish you were fucking dead –
the bottom of this drink holds one last kiss.
If I can drink enough, swear I’ll find you,
I know I’ll open my eyes in your bed.
This was just some distressed bad dream,
untrue;
together, love, and you had never fled.
If I can drink enough, in your abyss.
I’m limp and falling, babe, I don’t resist.
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Untitled

Morgan Smith
Extinguishing my flame inside had veiled
Me from the torment of the hateful world.
So, I suppressed my burning, wanton thoughts,
And thought it’d keep me safe from harm. Not long
Did these corked yearnings stay so hushed, for fire
Cannot be squelched with gasoline, and lust
had fed my smold’ring coals. My timid soul
had been held hostage by my fears, my love
remained unseen and kept obscured. That was
until my shield could not subdue my wants
and needs for woman’s touch. My mind could not
restrain the passion teeming o’er my walls.
No longer could my heart endure the ache.
My soul could not deny its nature now.
So back the mask was peeled revealing a
New flesh. Authentic was this embryo,
Crawled out from its cocoon. The fear and shame
Had lost the power it once had o’er me.
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Red

Jess Pron
0 minutes 0 seconds
Claire laces up her running shoes and walks outside in a huff as the front door slams
behind her. It’s nearly dusk, and her mom usually doesn’t allow her to run this late, but at this
point that doesn’t matter. She takes a few steps off her front porch and heads in the direction
of her favorite trail. She plugs in her headphones and the first song of her playlist begins: Far
Behind by Social Distortion. Perfect.
7 minutes 47 seconds
One mile done. Claire’s watch beeps and vibrates obnoxiously to alert her. ‘A little
fast,’ she thinks to herself, ‘have to slow it down a little bit for the next one.’ She listens to the
crunch of the leaves underneath her feet as her playlist transitions to the next song. Ignorance by
Paramore.
She slows her pace to a lighter jog to admire the scenery. As she admires the oranges,
reds, and yellows that the world creates this time of year, she sees a woman pushing a child in
a red stroller with a beagle trotting beside her. The woman gives her a smile as she jogs by, but
Claire seems to dismiss this gesture. It is in this moment that she thinks of her own mother and
how she and her father used to run more than they used to breathe. When Claire was a kid, her
parents were always doing races together. It was before her Dad found that “other woman” that it
was one of their main hobbies. They would train together and go on long runs that Claire always
felt like lasted for days. After they divorced, they both stopped running. Maybe because they
didn’t want to run alone, or maybe it just made them sad. Either way she wasn’t quite sure.
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16 minutes 33 seconds

Sunflower Thoughts
Isabel Grissinger

Another vibration. Claire checks her
watch. It’s officially transitioned into that time
of year where it’s crisp and cool all day. It’s
starting to get dark much earlier, which leaves
Claire with less time after school to run. A
cold breeze brushes past her face, and despite
the beads of sweat dripping down her nose,
goose bumps form on her skin. She realizes
she probably should have put on the running
jacket that her mom always tries to get her to
wear this time of year.
“If you’re going to run when it’s this
cold out, you really should put on another jacket,” Claire remembers her mother saying as she
thrusted the jacket in her direction.
“Mom, I promise I don’t need it,” Claire insisted as she slammed the door shut before
her mother could argue back.
Claire usually hates running with multiple layers, but this time she refused to put on the
jacket out of spite. Her anger towards her mom comes bubbling back as she picks up her pace.
It’s the fight they had the previous night about Claire coming home past curfew that fuels her
run today. Another new song rings in her headphones: Running Away by Three Days Grace.
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Ominous Sun
Jess Pron
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Claire’s natural escape from her problems seems to always be running. Most of the
time these problems stem from fights with her mom. She’s fought more with her mom since
her dad moved out. Claire’s dad was always on her side and was very good at giving her mom
some perspective. Though the fights are usually about something stupid, something that can be
resolved with a mature conversation, her mom insists on yelling and stirring up confrontation
rather than talking it out. It’s as if whenever her mom chooses to raise her voice it automatically
sends Claire out the door.
24 minutes 17 seconds
She keeps moving along at a steady pace. Her breathing becomes more labored as the
distance increases, but she has no plans of stopping yet. She knows that her best runs happen
when she runs without an end distance in mind. Her playlist continues with Iron Man by Black
Sabbath. She becomes instantly overwhelmed with a burst of energy, and it’s at this time that she
comes to a crossroad. She stops and looks both ways, but, right as she is about to take her next
step forward, a shiny red pickup truck flies by without even remotely slowing down to wait for
Claire to pass. ‘That was rude,’ she thinks to herself as she takes a deep breath, crosses the road,
and continues right on pace.
32 minutes 42 seconds
As her watch buzzes again, she smiles. She can feel the adrenaline pumping through her
body as she moves. It’s the song Power by Little Mix that keeps her moving this time. ‘I wonder
if I’ll still be able to run like this when I go to college next year,’ Claire ponders the idea as she
thinks about the first half of her senior year coming to a close. Claire has her heart set on Boston
College and its biology program. The anxiety of waiting for her acceptance letter has set in, and
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at this point she’s worried about whether or not it will actually come. She’s worried about
what her parents might think if she doesn’t get in. Her backup schools are nowhere near as
prestigious, and it worries her that she may not be able to live up to these standards.
“On your left!” A voice shouts from behind her.
Claire is yanked away from her thoughts when she hears the voice of a man on his
bike coming up behind her. She gasps and jumps as he apologizes and rides on. Usually
she is used to other people riding and running past her on this particular trail, but for some
reason tonight it made her feel more uneasy.
41 minutes 14 seconds
5 miles. Claire’s watch vibrates again to notify her of the current distance. She
doesn’t even flinch at the feeling and refuses to look down at her stats thus far. She
pauses for a moment to realize that the path in front of her is darkening. Claire gazes at
the red sky as the sun sets in the distance. ‘Red sky at night, sailor’s delight, red sky in
the morning, sailor’s warning…’ she thinks to herself. An old testament of Murphy’s law
that her dad always used to say, especially when they would take their family trips to the
beach. She smiles as she thinks of how he always likes to bring up old sayings like this;
she knows they’re corny but they are what make Dad himself.
It’s been a long time since her family went on any sort of vacation. Ever since the
divorce, Claire finds it difficult to spend a lot of quality time with either of her parents.
Sometimes they’ll go to an amusement park for the day during the summer, sometimes
they go and visit her grandparents, but it’s never anything extravagant. It is because of the
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divorce that her mom had to go back to working full time. They sold her childhood home,

and now both of her parents live in run-down apartments. ‘I wonder if I’ll even be able to
afford to go to Boston College…’ Claire begins to worry about this hurdle as she thinks
about the tiny room she sleeps in with her younger sister.
50 minutes 3 seconds
Claire’s mile 6 stats are interrupted she looks down at her phone and sees an
incoming call from her mom. She presses the ignore button as she keeps going. Though
she knows her mom is worried about her running this late, she pushes that thought aside
as she forces herself to continue running. Up ahead she sees three deer trotting across
the trail ahead of her. ‘Well it is deer season,’ she remembers. Her mom is always telling
her to be cognizant of them, especially while driving. ‘Dad hit a deer once…’ Claire
remembers sitting in the backseat of the family SUV; she was only about eight or nine,
and the deer slammed right into the front bumper. It totaled the car, but everyone was fine.
She hopes that these deer never have to come in contact with someone’s car and watches
as they run toward the cornfield that is directly behind the line of trees on the right hand
side and disappear into the darkness.
1 hour 0 minutes 0 seconds
It’s almost completely dark now; the sky has faded from its reds, oranges, and
yellows to a deep blue. ‘Maybe I should turn back soon…’ Claire checks her watch. 7
miles, the distance reads. ‘One more mile wouldn’t hurt,’ she thinks as she continues.
She comes to another cross road and pauses as she looks both ways before crossing. She
does a double take as she sees a bright, shiny red pickup truck down the street on the right
hand side. She doesn’t hear the engine running, but the hood is open, and she can see a
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man leaning over top of it. ‘Maybe I should see if he needs help,’ Claire thinks to herself as
she stands and ponders the idea, her breathing slowing down as her heart rate lowers to its
resting state.
1 hour 4 minutes 22 seconds
Claire stands for a few minutes just thinking. For some odd reason, she can’t shake
the thought of going over to help this man. She moves toward his car with caution. A strong
stench of cigarettes wraps around her nose and makes her cough. The man, who looks to
be in his late twenties or early thirties, is hunched over the front of his car, checking out its
inner workings.
“Do you need any help with your car?” Claire asks as she pulls out her headphones.
The man looks up from what he is doing. He’s smoking a cigarette, but he looks
slightly put together. He’s wearing a sweatshirt and dress pants, as if he was leaving work
and wanted to be comfortable on his drive home.
“I mean, I’m not sure you know how to fix my engine,” he says with a little bit of
a mocking tone in his voice. Claire notices his smile and how it curves up on one side. ‘He
seems nice enough’ she thinks to herself.
The man looks her up and down. “Kinda late for a run, don’t ya think?”
“No, I like running at this time of night. Less people to bother me,” Claire says
matter of factly.
An awkward silence forms between them.
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“But really, do you need any help?” Claire asks again with a laugh.
“I mean if you really want to help, I’d be very appreciative. I’m Gary,” he says as he
sticks out his hand for a shake.
“I’m Claire,” she reaches out to shake his hand.
“Pretty name.”
1 hour 22 minutes 25 seconds
It’s completely dark now. Claire looks down at her phone: three missed calls from
mom flashes across the screen. She ignores them once again, but for a split second, she thinks
about the fact that she should probably head home now. It’s past dinner time, and she can feel
her stomach grumbling. Gary makes one final twist of a car part that she doesn’t know the
name of herself, and the engine starts up with a roar.
“I should probably head back home,” Claire blurts out over the noise.
“Oh, well, you probably shouldn’t run back home when it’s this dark.” Gary stops
what he’s doing and looks directly at Claire. He wipes his grease stained hands on his pants.
“It’s okay, I’ve done it before.”
Claire turns on her heel and walks away. Gary reaches out and grabs her arm.
“At least let me give you a ride home.”
Claire twists her arm out of his grasp. “That’s really okay, I’ll be fine,” she says as she
walks away. Gary comes toward her again.
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“Please, I insist,” he says with a warm look in his eyes. “I’m not going to hurt you. I have
to get home to see my wife and kids.”
‘It’s at least another 2 miles to get home from here…he doesn’t seem all bad. But why
would I ever get in the car with a stranger? But I’m so exhausted…’ In a split-second Claire loses
all her inhibitions and utters the words, “sure, yeah that’s fine.”
1 hour 25 minutes 13 seconds
She climbs inside the front seat and looks around. ‘Wow this might be the cleanest car
I’ve ever been in,’ she thinks to herself as she admires the spotlessness of the inside. It has a new
car smell, and the seats look as if no one has sat in them.
“I just got this car…had to trade in my other one since it was so old,” Gary says as he
notices Claire admiring the inside of his car.
“Good for you...” Claire responds. “So I live on 132 Redwood Avenue. If you know
where that is.”
“Yeah, sure. I’ve been around there a few times before.”
“Thanks. So how many kids do you have?”
“Two, a boy who’s 10 and a girl who’s 6; they’re my pride and joy those two. Don’t know
what I would do without them.”
“How long have you been married?”
“25 years. Her name’s Kathy. She’s the most beautiful woman in the world…hey, do you
want some water? You have to be thirsty after your run.”
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Self-Portrait
Conrad Bourdeau
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Claire takes the bottle of water from his hand as she looks out the window at the
scenery. It’s new to her, for she hasn’t ever been on this side of town. She admires the
mansion-sized houses as they travel further away from what is familiar to her.
“I don’t think you’re going in the right direction,” Claire says as she looks outside
at the unfamiliar landscape. She chugs half of the water bottle.
“Oh, don’t worry, it’s a shortcut.”
1 hour 46 minutes 5 seconds
At this point, Claire’s fear settles in. She begins imagining her mother calling the
police, waiting by the phone, just waiting…and waiting…and waiting…for a call that may
or may not come. She can almost hear her mom giving the police her physical description:
long brown hair pulled back in a ponytail, tall – about 5 feet 7 inches, skinny, wearing a
red t-shirt, black Nike shorts, and bright purple running shoes. She imagines people out
looking for her; the posts on social media, the Amber alerts, and the search parties made
up of people she knows and loves.
Claire becomes so paralyzed with fear, that she can’t even begin to scream for help.
She doesn’t even try to escape. She stares out the window as she tries to hide the fear that
is gripping her so tightly.
2 hours 25 minutes 10 seconds
“You really aren’t going in the direction of my house,” Claire finally says, her
voice shakes as she speaks. She can feel a lump forming in her throat.
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“I promise I’ll get you home,” Gary responds without taking his eyes off the road.

“Yeah, but…” Claire’s voice trails off as she starts to feel sick. She leans over and
vomits profusely all over the perfectly spotless mat of the passenger’s side.
“Are you fucking kidding me?” Gary asks angrily as the smell of vomit fills the
car. Claire stays hunched over in the seat as they pull into a driveway.
“Come on, it’s time to get out.”
“I can’t. I don’t feel very good.”
“I don’t care. Get out of the damn car.”
4 hours 37 minutes 6 seconds
Claire wakes up in a bed. She’s wearing only her t-shirt, and she can see red
bruises on her arms. She panics and runs to the door. It’s locked. She runs to the window.
It’s bolted shut. She sits back down on the bed as her entire body begins to ache. She can
feel the itchy bedspread underneath her, and she looks around at the dim room. She can
see light blue paint on the walls, but no pictures or personal items. ‘Maybe it’s a guest
room,’ she thinks to herself. She knows she needs to find a way to escape or else she might
be stuck in this room forever. She tries to pick the lock on the door: nothing. She pounds
on the window: nothing. Gary opens the door and sees Claire attempting to escape.
“I don’t know where you think you’re going.”
“Please let me go.”
Gary grabs her arms and throws her down on the bed again. Claire blacks out and
wakes up with her hands tied together by an old leather belt. She begins panicking again;
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Navajo Territory
Hannah McConnell

she has no idea what time it is. Her phone is nowhere to be found, and her watch must have
gotten ripped off in the process. She knows time is slowly passing. ‘I’m so worried about
Mom…why did I get in his car? Why did I go for that run?’ Claire’s mind races as she
thinks about the consequences of her decisions.
13 hours 15 minutes 2 seconds
The sky is blood red as the sun begins to rise. It’s a brisk morning. Red leaves blow
in the breeze as they fall off the trees. A woman pushes her stroller while jogging down a
trail. A man rides his bike as he enjoys the cool fall morning.
A few miles away a man starts his shiny red pickup truck. He drives past a trail, not
far from his house, parks near a cross road, and waits.
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I’m Not Asking

Pleasant Sprinkle-Williams
This is more than you.

I don’t ask for much from my country,

This is more than me.

I don’t ask for much from my neighbor,

This is our people’s reality:

But the way they treat us,
You would swear we were asking for our savior.

Too much warring,
Too much mourning,

Let me be clear,

But all I see are ads for people touring–

I’m not asking that you never succeed;

This war zone they speak of is not there;

I’m asking for you to help those in need,

The true battle field is right here.

But don’t make us the face of poverty.

Shots fired and shots received,

My existence is a protest.

Yet I can still hear the screams in my sleep.

The day I was born,

When I sleep, I hear the echoes of them crying:

Y’all already saw me as a contest:
A series of bets of how long I will survive,

“Don’t shoot

Each one of y’all hoping my ass don’t thrive,

You’ve got the wrong one!

Giving Billy and John guns to do what they please—

I am much too young,

But I live my life in fear that I could be one seized

A child is still not a man when you hold that gun.”

For being armed and dangerous, having a fucking
taillight out.

Never thought I would have to say,
“My son, my daughter, that could be you one day
On slab in a morgue,
A poster on a door—
Nothing more than a stat
We put as a score.”
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Jokes on them though, right?
I don’t own a gun and don’t drive or own a car,
But no one told me that each breath I breathe
I am a danger to their fragile masculinity,
a danger to their patriarchal society—
A danger to every white in existence,
Just by being consistent.

Now, I won’t lie

A black icon, selling drugs and promoting guns;

I don’t understand their side

A poor, AIDS-ridden disease on the side of the
street;

Of life,

Another black face in the prison;

Of love,

A lesbian threatening the perfect family…

But I sure as hell know,

I could go on and on

They don’t know mine.

Your society never saw me,

When you look into a mirror
Do you see me looking back at you?
Do you see the image of me

Never asked what I wanted to be.
I just want more for my children
Than y’all ever gave to me.

Black and bruised
on the side of the street?
Or do you see me in orange,
locked in a cage?
Because we all know that orange isn’t the new
black
Because black was in chains before orange
became a tv thing.
If that’s not what you see, then you are the lucky
one
Because every day I look in the mirror
And see all the ways your society made me to
be:

Moonbeam
Isabel Grissinger
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One Fateful Choice
Emily Ebling

“You got the money?”
“Yeah, we gotta get out of here, step on it!”
Reese slammed the door shut and the car sped away. On her lap lay a bag filled with
cash. She began to pick at the stitching on the side. A little string had come loose, and her
attention was instantly drawn away from the hefty bag spilling over her petite thighs.
She was getting used to feeling unsatisfied after runs. At first it was kind of exciting getting away with committing such a serious crime. The thrill helped motivate her, but shortly
after joining the gang that same thrill started to die. She kept picturing her mom, dad, and little
brother Jack—reminding herself this was something she needed to do. For them.
“What happens now?” Reese murmured under her breath.
Her partner laughed.
“Same as always. Boss gets 50%, we split the rest, and part ways until next time.”
“What if there isn’t a next time? What if I want… out?” She stammered, a little too
hastily.
This is something Reese had thought about for a while now. She almost had enough
money to go home, to see her family again. She tucked her dark, copper hair behind her ear,
revealing half a smile. Her family gave her hope.
She often thought about the other families; those who worked hard, saved up, and
entrusted the bank to keep their precious fortunes safe, only to have it taken by a 24-year-old
drop-out. She used to feel bad, but she quickly learned not to care. Her family was desperate for
help, unlike all the wealthy stooges in this city. She needed it much more than they did.
“What are you talking about? There is no out,” he said mockingly. “Are you having
doubts? Now, of all times?”
She shuffled in her seat, feeling a little uneasy. She hadn’t really thought of the
possibility of not being able to leave. She had always imagined walking away some day, when
the time was right. Was this actually something she could end up doing for the rest of her life?
Staring out the window, her palms began to sweat a little. She thought she heard a phone click
shut, and she turned back to her partner. He was focused on the road.
“It’s just…” She trailed off. “I was just thinking about my options.”
“You know the boss don’t put up with that crap. YOU don’t got any options.”
She nodded. Unsure if it was because she truly understood what he was saying, or if it
was because that was only reaction that came instinctively to her. She knew she made a mistake.
She tried thinking of a plan, some kind of excuse. Surely, she was just kidding a few
minutes ago. She never really had any doubts about her future with the gang.
He made a left turn. He was supposed to make a right back on Broad. Something was
off.
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Factory
Line

Kearney Nevilles

She felt her stomach turn as he pulled into the lot of an old warehouse. Driving around the
back, Reese could make out a faint figure in the distance. She started to fidget with her fingers.
Her partner parked the car.
“This is your stop, R.”
She took a deep breath, hesitating slightly, and opened the door.
I wanted out, she thought, this is my out, my chance. I could runAs she stood up, she heard the crack of a gun.
She stared motionlessly at the pool of blood forming on the ground. She started to imagine
her family, the only memory she could recall. They were on the beach, splashing in the waves,
baking in the sun. Her father was holding her hand and she could see her mom gathering seashells
with her brother. A smile crept over her face, she couldn’t wait to see them again.
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I Worry About Ptolemy
Hannah Edwards

the edge of the celestial sphere
is just out of my reach
as I float in the center,
spinning and ruminating,
almost grazing my fingertips against
the glass

Photo

Olivia Gaughan
I have no leverage to move
and no grasp on my condition,
and so, in my spare time,
I worry about Ptolemy—
Eudoxus, Aristotle, Ptolemy, Coper
nicus, and the rest.
when they had no way of fathoming
what the universe was like
beyond the powers of the naked eye,
why would they ever trap us in
stupid little baubles of glass?
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«Il faut vendre son œil en tant qu’étudiant»
Emily Wieder
«Il faut vendre son œil en tant qu’étudiant» [As a student you need to sell an eye]
A poem inspired by Joyce Mansour’s «Il faut acheter son cercueil de son vivant»

Il faut vendre son œil en tant qu’étudiant
l’enlever n’est rien
la pupille ronde et innocente
a joué son rôle
Fini avec l’iris bigarré
dans ce monde noir et blanc
celui qui voit n’aura pas de chance
s’il veut se contenter
Il faut céder la place
à l’aveuglement
et croire
que la lumière apportera la brillance
permettra de se connaitre
aux autres humains machins
choisis pour se libérer
quel degré de souffrance
il vaudrait mieux éprouver
soit la simplicité rustiquement urbaine
avec les deux yeux en tête
soit une vie copie-collée en banlieue
sans un œil
car il faut payer pour avancer

As a student you need to sell an eye
Removing it is easy
The round upright pupil
Has done its part
No use for the variegated iris
In this black and white world
She who sees has no shot
At finding happiness
You’ve got to bend to the will
Of blindness
And believe
That light will bring brilliance
Will elucidate the self
And other human-machines
To free yourself choose
To what degree of suffering
You’d rather submit
Rustically urbane simplicity
With eyes opened wide
Or a cut-and-paste suburban life
Without any sight
To succeed you need to pay the price
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Draw-Four Memories
Lydia Aruffo

I got a great hand this round and I even have a few “draw-fours” for when I need them later on.
I look up from my unusually good hand across the table to my cousins, Angela and Natalie. They are
focused on their cards, deciding which one to play.
“It’s your turn, Ang,” my grandmother says.
“Okay,” Angela replies. Judging by the pleased expression on her face, I can tell that she’s going
to play a good card. She slaps down her “draw-four” for Grandmom to pick up.
“What the heck,” Grandmom yells, “this is the fourth time, Ang!”
Angela looks satisfied with her choice of card. Grandmom, obviously frustrated with my cousin’s
actions, sighs heavily and continues yelling.
“I wouldn’t do that to you!”
I look at Grandmom. She’s smiling for the first time in a while. Her bruised arms are covered by
her sweatshirt, the blue one with the puppies splashing in puddles that she bought on sale at Boscov’s a
few years ago. Even though her soft brown hair has not fallen out completely, she still wears a wig of the
same color, but I never notice it.
Still laughing about Angela’s smart move, I look back down at my cards. I put down a red seven,
and the game continues on to Aunt Cathy’s turn.
“This moment, right now, is one I’m going to remember forever.”
As I sit at the table with some of the people that I love the most, I think about how lucky I am
to have experiences like this one. It is quite difficult, I’ve learned, to fully appreciate seemingly normal
times and interactions when there is not an obvious reason to do so, but for some reason, this thought
crosses my eleven-year-old mind.
After the Uno game is over, we get up out of our chairs to go back inside to the inviting air
conditioning. I peer over the side of the deck to the pool down below, filled with children a few years
younger than I am running and cannon-balling into the pool while their mothers look on with concerned
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expressions. Turning back to the door, I wait a second before walking in so that my cousins can
help Grandmom back into the living room. She sits down on the closest couch next to Grandpop,
and I quickly run back to my room to get changed into my bathing suit.
Although my grandparents have owned this condominium for years, this is the first time
that I am here without my parents or brother. Despite their absence, loud voices and conversation
between members of my family bounce off the walls of the tiny, three-bedroom space. Even
though we see each other frequently at home, it feels good to get away and have boisterous
discussions with them.
As we walk into the indoor pool atrium, I take a deep breath; I love the smell of the pool
chlorine and the way the sunlight floods in through the windows in the roof. Quickly, my cousins
and I take off our cover-ups and jump into the cold, refreshing water. With their older brothers
Christopher and Anthony, they begin to roughhouse, and I try my best to keep up. I am, after all,
about ten years younger than they and much shorter. As we are taking turns jumping into the pool,
Grandmom and Grandpop enter the atrium. The tennis balls on Grandmom’s walker get wet on the
bottoms as she makes her way to the lounge chair. We spend about two hours in the pool, playing
games, swimming laps, and doing handstands so that Grandpop can record them on his new flip
camera.
Later, after we have showered, we pack up Grandmom’s travel wheelchair, and all nine of
us head to the boardwalk. The Ocean City, Maryland boardwalk is illuminated in the night with
lights coming from every arcade booth and vendor. We head for the long line at Thrasher’s French
Fries, and after twenty minutes of waiting, we finally receive our extra-large, family-sized bucket.
Grandpop locks the wheels of Grandmom’s wheelchair in front of a bench and we all sit down,
taking handfuls of fries from the bucket on Grandmom’s lap. After finishing every last fry, we walk
over to the rides. My cousins wait in line and ride the Merry-Mixer three times. Once they’ve had
enough spinning, we head to the car and drive back to our condo.
That night, I lay in bed and think about the amazing day I just enjoyed. However, my
young and innocent mind never could have grasped just how important this day would be to me in
the future. Grandmom passed away from esophageal cancer a year after the most memorable day
of my life. Although I didn’t realize it then, my vacation with my grandparents, cousins, aunt, and
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uncle was one of my last truly happy memories with my grandmother before she became too sick to do
the things she loved, like play cards with her grandchildren and watch us swim lap after lap in the indoor
pool.
Throughout those long and difficult months when Grandmom laid in that rented hospital bed
in the living room of her house, I thought of that weekend in Ocean City when I was undoubtedly the
happiest I had ever been. I often dreamt of Uno games and that blue puppy sweatshirt that I loved so
much. The following months induced a mix of happy and sad emotions. We spent all of our free time with
Grandmom, sitting with her and talking for as long as she was able. Distant cousins from every branch
of our family tree came to visit, from the cousins from New York to the aunts from Florida. One by one,
each member of our family visited with Grandmom and attempted to make the kind of lasting memories
with her that my cousins and I had been lucky enough to make the summer before.
Recently, as my life has changed and I have reached significant milestones like graduating from
high school and beginning my college career, I have found myself missing Grandmom more and more.
I am often jealous of people much older than I am who still have their grandmothers to go to all of their
piano recitals, to make them unbelievably delicious homemade meals, to send them cheesy cards for
every holiday, and to be there for them during the extremely difficult times of their lives. Now, whenever
I think of Ocean City, Maryland or of those delicious Thrasher’s fries, I think also of my grandmother and
of the massive impact she made on my life in the incredibly short twelve years that I had the privilege
of being her granddaughter. Although it has been challenging to move on and grow up knowing that
Grandmom will never see me walk down the aisle or bring children of my own into the world, I find
solace in the fact that I once had a grandmother who cared for me more than anything.
~
“Pass,” Grandmom says again, obviously annoyed. “What the heck, Anthony?” Despite her
cancer, Grandmom’s excessively competitive nature still shines through. After she announces that
she is passing up her turn, everyone turns to me. I still have no knowledge of the game, so my only
responsibility is to bang my fist on the table with each pass. Once I officially acknowledge her pass,
Grandmom thanks me, puts her cards down, and motions for me to come to her. As the glass angel that
hangs from the chandelier watches from above, I walk slowly around the table and hug my grandmother,
trying as hard as I can to hold onto her forever.
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Prater, Wien
Samantha Seely
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The Old Neighborhood
Liam Coverdale

you can leave but
you never come back
the same;
as I walk these streets
we used to
race each other
down
the trees shy away
from me.
the dogs don’t bark.
the houses
watch
leery;
once vibrant
now faded to gray.
the world is bigger than
any of us could have
imagined.
back then
I was content
with schoolyard football
games
and twilight bike
rides.
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I wish I still
was.

Dependence
Kearney Nevilles

“Wheat Field with Cypresses”
Julia Chojnacki

*an ekphrastic poem inspired by Vincent Van Gogh’s “Wheat Field with Cypresses”

As if the sky just kissed the ocean,
I look up from the golden hillside
And see shades of blue
In wavelike wisps,
Casting themselves
Across the widespread canvas.
The trees climb up the blue cascade,
Hoping to feel the plush clouds
Amongst their crisp, green leaves.
They look up with great awe,
And hope to one day meet them
As the ocean met the sky.
The sun beams from above.
I am filled with warmth.
The sun dries up
Any drop of worry;
I am free.
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Now and Then
Eden Biskin

Luke shielded his face with his bare arm, as a fresh gust of sand blew his way. When the sand had
passed, he fell to his knees; his knapsack slid off his exposed shoulder and fell with a soft thud onto the
desert floor.
The young man grunted as he dragged the knapsack in front of him and fumbled for the zipper.
He plunged his hand in and ripped out a canteen, which he opened and shoved between his lips.
“Ngahh!” he vocalized after he had almost drained the canteen, which was about the same size
as his forearm and made of some kind of tan leather. Luke’s head drooped to his chest as he caught his
breath from chugging water and felt the cool liquid tumble down to his stomach.
Without looking, he reached into the knapsack again and removed a handful of crunchy, black
objects. He leaned his head back and tossed the objects into his mouth. As they broke apart under the
weight of his teeth bearing down on them, they let out a mighty cacophony. When he had swallowed,
Luke used his long fingernail to pry out a stray insect leg caught between two of his teeth and then
swallowed that, too.
Then, he stood back up and resumed his trudging on.
This was Luke’s life: endless wandering in an endless wasteland, barely surviving from day to
day. Sometimes, he would find a stream at the bed of a deep, meandering depression that had evidently
been carved out over time by a much larger amount of water. He would try to stay near the stream for
as long as he could, but he would always ultimately be shooed away by groups of people he called
Sedentaries who had claimed the area as their own many generations earlier. As a result, Luke usually had
to tap water trees for fluids, which luckily seemed to be popping up more and more over time.
Luke’s mother abandoned him when he was nine so she could better fend for herself, as Luke
figured most mothers did. It hurt for years to be alone like that after having been with her his whole life
up to that point, but he was numb to it now, six years later.
After a couple hours of aimless walking, the boy decided to rest. Actually, he really had no
choice, as his legs suddenly buckled, and he found himself face-down in the sand. The nomad just lay
there for a while—he could not be sure how much time passed. The sun’s rays beat down on his bare neck
and back so that his skin started to prickle and then burn.
Luke groaned and then started coughing as he lifted his head, clouds of sand firing out of his
mouth as if from a cannon. He brought one arm around next to his head, palm in the ground, and started
pushing himself up. As he pushed with one hand, he moved his other hand to push from the other side.
His second hand sank slightly into the sand like his first, but he did not have his full weight on it before he
felt a tremendous heat attack his palm.
He jolted up onto his knees and fell back onto his rear. He looked at his throbbing hand. The palm
was a deep, reflective red, with a small, white blister in one spot. The boy winced, both at the sight and at
the pain.
Luckily, Luke had some spare water tree fiber in his knapsack. With his unburned hand, he took
out a bundle of long, green strings and carefully wrapped them around his injured hand. That would help
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stave off infection, though it did little to ease the searing pain; it would have to do for now.
Next was the mystery of what had burned his hand in the first place. The boy bent over where
his hand had been injured. Mostly buried in the sand there was something metal. Luke carefully scooped
away the sand from around the object until he could better make out what it was.
But even then, he could not be sure. It was a cube, about a quart in size. Rust covered most of the
surface except for several spots of peeling, blue paint. On one side was a panel with a hinge on the right
and some sort of black dial with faded characters on it on the left.
Luke stared at this strange box for a while in immense fascination. He carefully crawled around it
in a wide circle, inspecting every facet of the cube, trying to determine what it could be while maintaining
a safe distance from it.
Once he was reasonably sure that the box posed no active threat, he took his spigot, which he
normally used to extract drinking water from water trees, and tentatively poked the box with it. The
resulting noise confused him: the spigot hit the metal exterior with a dull thud. So the outside of the box
was really just a covering or a shell for something solid, the boy reckoned. He determined that another
poke could prove enlightening, so this time, he moved around to the side with the hinged panel and gave
that a light jab with the spigot. Ever so slightly, the panel gave.
Luke had seen doors in his life before, but it had been a long time, and he did not realize that they
came in such a small size. But he knew how to take them down.
The boy knelt over the cube, lifted his spigot in two fists, spout aimed downward, and plunged it
down at the hinge. Rusty as it was, the nail holding it together went flying like a dart into the sand. The
door still would not budge.
Luke next attacked the dial with the spigot. After several strikes, this, too, fell to the earth. There
was some kind of mechanism behind the dial, holding the door onto the cube. Luke stabbed the rusted
metal with his spigot, and it gave slightly. He stabbed it again, and it gave more. Then he stabbed it a third
time, and the door flew forward off of the box. Sand seemed to flow endlessly from the inside of the metal
cube.
Wrapping his uninjured hand in water tree fiber as a shield, Luke carefully reached into the small,
rusted box and began scooping out the excess sand. After only a few seconds, he noticed something in the
sand he had just poured from his hand onto the ground.
The curious boy picked the…something up. It was thin, flat, and flexible. He realized that this
must be paper, which was a rare material only found among ancient relics. He had once seen an entire
pack of paper held together in some harder material, with strange symbols all over the pages, partially
faded.
Luke shook the excess sand off of this small rectangle of paper and then examined it with his
eyes. It was mostly covered on both sides with a light green. On one side was the image of a man with a
bored expression on his face, along with alien characters that looked something like:
2 TWO DOLLARS UNITED STATES NOTE TWO DOLLARS 2
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TWO-2-DOLLARS TWO DOLLARS TWO-2-DOLLARS
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On the other side was a larger image of groups of men who were wearing too many garments to
be anywhere near comfortable. One group was standing near a table, another was seated behind them, and
one solitary man sat on the other side of the table.
How strange. Like all relics, this piece of paper had no meaning whatsoever to Luke or anyone
else currently alive.
But…
The gift was a cold cube that went clunk when he tapped it with the palm of his hand. That was
all Aaron could discern about what was covered in metallic-silver wrapping paper. It made no sound when
he shook it. What could it be?
“Open it,” beckoned Aaron’s father, with an eager smile.
The curious child ripped at the wrapping paper like a bird of prey tearing at its meal, and as stray
slivers of silver floated to the ground, he observed in his hands a small safe the color of blueberries. The
dial was black, and a large sticker on the safe’s underside detailed how to go about opening the little door.
There was also a slot in the top that was the perfect size for inserting spare change.
“This is so cool!” the boy exclaimed, his eyes bright and his smile wide. “Thanks, Dad!” He
threw himself around his father, hugging the man’s waist tight.
Aaron’s father patted his son on the back, beaming down at him. “Of course! I thought you could
use a place to store things that are super special to you. Now, uh, loosen up a bit so your dad can get his
circulation back!”
“Whoops.” Aaron released his parent and stepped back. His eyes got brighter when he had a
sudden thought: “Oh, hey! I could put that two-dollar bill I found into this!” His father nodded.
The eager child grabbed the safe and ran up into his room. He excitedly approached his end table,
upon which rested, among other things, a gently used, forest-green piece of paper. After reading over the
opening directions a few times, Aaron placed the safe beside the bill and set about working the dial. He
turned it clockwise twice until the black arrow above the dial pointed to the small, white tick mark next to
the longer “20” mark, then he turned it counterclockwise several degrees until the arrow pointed to a mark
next to the “10” mark. Then he pulled on the dial.
The door opened smoothly and just for Aaron, and this fact made the boy feel very proud. He
triumphantly picked up the two-dollar bill and placed it within the blue, metal box. Finally, he closed
the door and rotated the dial a couple of full turns. When he tried to pull the door open again, it hardly
budged. The boy’s smile grew twice as wide, so that his mouth started to sting a little from stretching so
much—not that he cared.
He picked up the safe again and ran onto the landing. At the foot of the stairs stood his father,
smiling up at him.
“Happy birthday, Aaron; welcome to your double-digits.”
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Luke figured that such a small
piece of paper would be of no use to him,
so he dropped it. Before it reached the
sand, however, a light breeze swept it up
and carried it away.
The nomad had only a passing
interest in relics, but there were Sedentaries
whose settlements were founded upon the
study and use of such things. Luke had
seen, in these places, people exchanging
small pieces of metal for necessities of far
greater value, which made no sense to him.
Once, a woman had pointed a
strange, rusted object at the ground in front
of him that unleashed a piercing crash
when she squeezed it, and the sand at his
feet had burst up as if hit by something
moving at an incredible speed. This had
startled him violently, and he had fled for
very life.
Now, Luke reached into the metal
box again, curious as to what else may be
buried within. He had not scooped out but
a couple small handfuls, when he found
in his cupped hand another piece of paper,
this one a rectangle of shorter length than
the first. The material was sturdier, and it
was more colorful overall, though these
colors were rather faded.
On one side, he saw a depiction
of a red, white, and black sphere that was
opened slightly. This sphere was on a pale,
blue background, and Luke could just
make out stylized but familiar symbols on
either side of it, mirroring each other, that
read “POKéMON.” He flipped over the
piece of paper, and he observed more faded
text flanking a large illustration of a small
creature looking out of the hollow of a tree.
What could this possibly have been
used for? Luke imagined that the answer to
that question was in the symbols littering

By Flash and Thunder-Fire
I’ll Survive
Maggie Boccella
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the paper.
“I take Togepi from my Bench into the Field.” Aaron picked up his white—or ‘Colorless’—
Togepi card from among the line of cards immediately in front of him and placed it face-up in the middle
of the table opposite a mostly-green card depicting a small, blue, reptilian creature with a puff of smoke
coming out of a green pod on its back.
“You know it doesn’t stand a chance, right?” Johnny mused, raising an eyebrow.
Aaron just shrugged. “I don’t care about winning. I just want to see my Togepi card in play.” He
giggled to himself.
Johnny rolled his eyes. “Whatever.
“Bulbasaur uses Leech Seed, which does twenty damage to your Togepi.” He handed to Aaron
two small, navy-blue, cardboard discs with the number “10” written on them in white, which the latter
placed next to his Togepi card. “And because the attack did damage, I can remove one damage counter
from Bulbasaur.” Johnny picked up a similar blue disc from next to his Bulbasaur card and threw it in the
pile of damage counters on the edge of the table.
Aaron picked up his Togepi and placed underneath it a purple card with an ominous emblem
depicting an eye on its center. “Attaching a Psychic Energy Card to Togepi.”
“But I’m going to knock it out in the next turn,” said Johnny, confused. “Why bother putting any
Energy Cards on it if you won’t get the chance to use it?”
Aaron just shrugged again.
Johnny gave him a curious look before declaring, “Bulbasaur uses Leech Seed again, which
knocks out your Togepi. And that gets me my last Prize Card, so…I win. Why didn’t you try?”
“You know I’m no good at the card game. I just do it for fun.”
Aaron’s friend raised an eyebrow again but said no more. The boys put all of their cards back into
their respective decks and said their goodbyes before going their separate ways.
When he got home, Aaron sifted through his deck for the Togepi card that was his favorite card in
the Pokémon Trading Card Game. He grinned when he saw the spiky-headed hatchling looking transfixed
at him from just within a tree hollow. The fictional species’ carefree personality and adorable appearance
had made Aaron an instant fan, and this particular card was the first Togepi card he had gotten.
Aaron walked up the stairs to his room and went straight to the blue safe sitting on his desk. He
worked the dial with a speed that came from opening the safe over a hundred times over the past couple
of years since his father had gifted it to him. The metal box open, its owner gently placed the Togepi card
flat on top of a two-dollar bill. Then he closed the door and rotated the dial clockwise a few times.
“Until next time, little guy!” the boy said with a chuckle.
Luke stared at the creature in the illustration for a while. It was unlike any the teen had seen
before. Could such a being have existed in ancient times?
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The fauna of his world consisted primarily of insects. Roaches were in abundance, and they
served as the primary source of meat for the human population.
At this point, Luke was pretty sure that there was nothing in the metal box of any utility in the
present day. However, the artifacts within seemed to call to him, as if they were finally ready to be free
after so long buried in the sand. So he again reached into the unknown.
Moments after the boy’s fingers penetrated the earth inside the box, they collided with something
hard and coarse. He used his other hand to clear the sand from on top of a bulky, rusty object about the
size of his palm. A black circle with faded, white tick marks and symbols was inlaid within a round, metal
case, from the perimeter of which a closed loop of rusted metal protruded.
The black circle immediately reminded Luke of the dial on the box.
3…21…35…
The lock clicked open. Aaron twisted the lock around one side of its shackle and then snaked the
shackle out from the latch. He pulled the small, orange door open. What he saw inside the compartment
beyond filled him with dread. Nevertheless, he pulled out the contents, shut the locker door, and closed
the lock around the latch again.
The boy walked into the throng of young men inside the cage-like changing area and began to
strip. He held the top of his black gym uniform in front of his torso as he slid his shirt off, then he yanked
the lightweight garment on as quickly as he could. He performed a similar maneuver with his shorts,
though throughout this one, he fixed his eyes on the sickly green tiles at his feet.
All the while, Aaron’s classmates shouted to each other about dodgeball and the World Series and
Call of Duty Prestige and how someone was gay for glancing at his classmates while they changed. At
one point, one kid decided to solve the locker room’s body-odor problem by running back and forth while
spraying AXE body spray, causing Aaron to gag.
Nobody paid him any mind this time, but Aaron found the whole experience overwhelming,
humiliating, and degrading nevertheless. But he still took his time in leaving the cage, with its rows of
benches and its large, creaky, lockable, chain-link door.
After all, the gym class itself was his least favorite part of the school day. He would probably be
pelted so hard in the arm with a rubber ball during dodgeball that he would be unable to move it for the
rest of the day. It had happened before. Or he would find himself lagging behind most of the other boys
during a run and subsequently rebuked by the teachers in front of the rest of the class.
Aaron missed the gym class in grade school. His class only went to Gym once a week, and they
always played fun games with Frisbees and scooters and Hula Hoops, and the boys and the girls played
together in their normal clothes, and the teacher catered to the students’ strengths rather than drilling holes
into their weaknesses. It was innocent and fun. And it wasn’t this.
After all of the other boys had left the locker room for the gymnasium proper, several of them
giving him dirty looks for loitering as they left, Aaron finally decided that he could put off the inevitable
no longer, lest someone come looking for him, and he dragged his feet out of the changing cage back to
his tiny gym locker.
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3…21…35…
Aaron opened the door and put his day clothes into the compartment with a burning dread. Then
he closed the locker door again and reinserted the lock. The boy sighed.
Click.
This object had some heft to it, so Luke thought that perhaps he could use it as part of a blunt
weapon were the need to arise. He turned around and dropped it into his knapsack with a soft thud.
Satisfied with his haul, the youth grabbed his bag and threw the strap over his shoulder.
“Agh!” hissed Luke as the strap rubbed against the skin on his back. The boy had been hunched
over in the same position for too long; the sun had beaten its way into his skin.
He dropped the knapsack back onto the ground and began to rummage inside it. Moments later,
he pulled out a small, corked, glass vial filled with a milky green substance. Luke pulled out the cork
and poured a dab of the viscous fluid onto his palm. The salve was cool to the touch. He reached over
his shoulder, gritted his teeth, and smacked the salve onto the burn, only able to give it one quick stroke
across his skin to spread it before the pain hit.
“Shiss!” Luke swore. It was like shards of ice stabbing him in the back. The sudden and
agonizing sensation forced him to his knees. But by the time his knees had lodged in the warm sand, the
pain—all of it—began gradually to fade away.
The salve was a precious commodity, only available from one woman in a nearby hovel, as far as
Luke knew. He had to gather the ingredients for it himself as payment, which took him two full days. The
woman still only gave the boy enough to treat about half a dozen wide burns.
This worrying fact was on Luke’s mind when he noticed something flat sticking out of the sand
in front of the metal box. Curiosity once more ensnared him, and he reached down to free it from the
ground.
When the youth could get a good look at it, he could not fathom what it could possibly be. The
object was rectangular and flat, like the paper with the illustration of the creature, only this had a much
thicker, sturdier composition. One side was completely white, with a black stripe running lengthwise near
one of the long edges.
Luke flipped the thing over. The reverse side was also mostly white, but the boy could just make
out some symbols like those on both pieces of paper. But in the upper-right corner, almost the same,
white tint as the rest of the object, there was what appeared to be an illustration of a child, albeit a hyperrealistic illustration. The child had pale skin, short, dark hair, and eyes framed with ovals connected by
something on his nose, with additional extensions protruding towards either side of his face. He smiled at
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Luke, and his parted lips revealed teeth covered in large dots.
Was this the owner of the metal box?
Aaron opened the door and stepped over the threshold into the school library, his trusty refuge.
He had been excused from gym class indefinitely, and instead, he now attended a study hall of his own in
the library.
The eighth-grader went immediately to the fiction stacks along the library’s perimeter. As he
perused the collection, he noticed a wrenching pain in his gut. His heart pounded as if trying to break free
from its rib cage. His breath was shallow and strained.
People had been talking about it for weeks, but now scientists had all but confirmed it. Aaron did
not want to believe it, but he knew in his heart that he, everyone he had ever known, and everyone he had
yet to meet was in terrible danger.
The temperature outside was almost unbearable. Several area schools had already closed for the
day because their central air conditioning systems had failed. This was not supposed to happen in early
spring.
Aaron picked out A Swiftly Tilting Planet by Madeleine L’Engle. A Wrinkle in Time was one of
his favorite books, and this was the third in the series. The cover depicted a unicorn upon which rode a
youth. Aaron wanted to ride away on that unicorn, across the stars, far away from the fate that awaited
him not long after the school day ended.
He took the book over to the circulation desk, where sat the librarian, looking deliberately lost in
whatever work was on her computer screen.
“Hi, Mrs. Rowley,” Aaron croaked, his mouth dry.
The librarian looked away from her screen to see the boy standing there, his hand on the
paperback book he had placed in front of her. “Oh, hi…Aaron,” she breathed. “Sorry I’m a little out of it
today.” Aaron nodded in understanding; he knew exactly what she was going through. “Are you checking
this out?” Aaron nodded again. “That’s a…a good choice. Can I have your student ID, please?”
Aaron reached into his shorts pocket and drew out his student ID card. One side of the white,
plastic rectangle displayed a photograph of the child, as well as his name, ID number, grade, homeroom,
and school. The other side contained a magnetic strip.
The librarian took the book and the ID card—Aaron could just make out a slight tremor in her
hand. Then, she slid the card through a reader, turned the book over, and aimed a barcode scanner at the
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Black and White 2
Kearney Nevills
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library barcode on the book. This whole process was carried out in a strained silence.
“It’s due in—” Mrs. Rowley froze in dread. After several seconds had passed, she meekly
finished, “—two weeks.” She handed the novel back to Aaron, giving him a very unconvincing halfsmile. “Enjoy.”
Aaron swallowed as he took the book from the librarian. The phrase “in two weeks” caught in his
mind. He knew—and he knew that the librarian knew—that he would likely never get the opportunity to
return the book.
The child walked over to a nearby table and sat down. He figured that he could work on the
homework he was assigned already that day. But what would be the point, now? So he opened A Swiftly
Tilting Planet.
At first, Ms. L’Engle’s description of the Murry family’s kitchen put Aaron at ease. But then he
started to think about his own kitchen and his own father, and how he should probably say goodbye to
both when he got home later today.
Mrs. Rowley looked on with a frown as Aaron seemed physically to melt into the book in
anguish. She knew exactly what he was going through: that dread at the uncertain but probable end…of
everything.
Aaron stepped off the yellow school bus and stood there, on the street corner where it had
dropped him off, watching the vehicle fade into the distance. Tears he had been holding at bay from
the view of the jocks from the other junior high school, even as he hugged his friend Johnny goodbye,
now burst forth, a sudden surge of sorrow inexpressible in words. His tears evaporated quickly in the
sweltering heat, leaving salty trails on his cheeks.
When Aaron arrived home, his father was still at work. So his company was not letting its
employees leave early today, after all. How heartless, how greedy the management must be, thought the
boy.
He rushed to the phone and dialed his Dad’s work number. It rang. And rang. And rang. And…
“You’ve reached the voice mailbox of Iain Gardner, certified public accountant, Jefferson, Lynch,
& Associates. Please leave your name and number after the tone, and I will do my best to return your call
as soon as possible. Thanks, and have a great day.”
There was a high-pitched tone, lasting about a second. Then silence. Aaron sniffled in an attempt
to protect the handset from the fluids pouring out of his nostrils, to little effect; besides, it was already
drenched in a sticky mess of sweat and tears.
“Da-Daddy,” he managed to sob after an apparent eternity of silence, “I…I love you…” The
wireless handset slipped out of his hand and clattered onto the linoleum floor. A tinny off-hook tone was
barely audible from the earpiece.
Aaron’s body switched to autopilot. He was distantly aware of leaving the kitchen, going upstairs,
and entering his bedroom. He only snapped to when he stood in front of his end table, upon which his
blue safe rested beside a box of facial tissues. The boy grabbed a clump of tissues and used it to wipe the
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saltwater and phlegm covering his red face like a sheet.
Then he gripped the dial in his unsteady hand. Clockwise twice to 21, then counterclockwise
directly to 9. He collapsed to the floor in a heap and took the safe with him, his fingers glued to the dial.
As he had already unlocked the door, the safe tumbled open, and its contents escaped onto the carpet.
Some of Aaron’s most precious belongings now lay scattered around him on the floor. He pulled
himself up onto his knees and began to put the objects back.
A handful of coins from Mexico and from Canada.
A savings bond certificate from his childhood babysitter and her family, given to him on his
thirteenth birthday.
Some LEGO keys from a pretend game he had played alone several years earlier.
The lock from his gym locker, the shackle secured.
His favorite Togepi card, the kind critter peering out of its tree hollow with a questioning gaze.
(He kissed its tiny forehead before returning it to the safe.)
A genuine two-dollar bill, with its stern portrait of President Thomas Jefferson and its dramatic
depiction of the signing of the Declaration of Independence.
Aaron tried to say it out loud, but he could not utter a sound. So he just thought the word,
Goodbye, to his treasures.
Before he closed the safe, the child reached into his pocket and withdrew his junior high school
ID. He supposed he would have no use for this anymore. And he supposed that it had become a treasure to
him ever since he was liberated from gym class, serving as his ticket into other worlds and other lives.
So Aaron placed the plastic card on top of the pile of things within the safe. Then he closed the
small door, turning the dial clockwise several times before setting it back to zero. He picked up the safe
and enveloped it with his body, curling into a fetal position.
Aaron’s stomach ached with anxiety, as if someone had driven a knife into his gut and were now
wriggling it around inside. He could not move. All he could do to keep from losing his mind entirely was
to focus on the smoothness of the metal box in his embrace, the weight of its frame supplemented by the
treasured memories inside.
The boy heard the air conditioner fail. Then he noticed that it was getting very bright and hot in
his room.
And then he was gone. And the planet was silent.
Luke stared at the faded image of the boy. What had his life been like?
Relics like these, the youth had learned, came from before the Destruction, when Earth was a very
different place on which to live. So what was this child’s average day like? Luke wondered. Did he, like
Luke, have to fight for survival every day? Did he know his parents? What did he use these objects for?
And why were they together in this box?
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The young man put the sturdy rectangle back into the metal box, among the sand inside. Then
he pushed an adjacent mound of sand on top of his discovery, burying it, he supposed, until the next
sandstorm.
Luke stood up and took his pack in his hand. He could feel the additional weight from the blunt,
metal object he had scavenged.
The boy scaled the nearest dune he could find, and he squinted into the horizon. He could just
make out, in the distance, a monolithic structure. Good: water.
He reached into his bag and drew out his spigot. Then he began trudging across the wasteland in
the direction of the distant water tree.
The fight to survive never stopped for long.

Tiny Toadstools
Andrew DeWalt
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Alleviation
Jayden Swann

There is joy in temporary.
Just because the feeling isn’t forever,
Doesn’t mean it can’t offer a current solution.
It can be a crutch for the mind and the soul,
And somehow it can replace
The reason you can’t fall asleep without sobbing.
You’re never actually finding real relief,
But you have to choose something,
Because you know you’re not choosing yourself anymore.
Somewhere between the party smiles, and the fake cheers,
The so good to see you’s, and the downed beers,
You lose everything you worked so hard to prove you are;
That’s ok sometimes,
Because being momentarily stable is alleviating.
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The Walk Home
Liam Coverdale
the streetlights

my head was spinning

overhead bent

too fast

closer

to balance

and whispered

so I was welcomed by
blades of grass

“haven’t
you

a blanket of star
light

learned
anything?”

the sunrise brings
it’s own tortures

on a worn sidewalk

but I would be

I reached my hands

a different man

outward

then.

I was a tightrope walker
always a thousand reasons
to fall
only a few to keep going
but it’s all a
matter of perspective.
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A Familiar Place at
Grandparents
Hanna Dillenger

As the morning dew

newest decoy.

glistened off the dark hemlocks of
Nottingham,

He greeted me with a tight embrace and a
peck on the forehead.

I ventured through the thick mossy path

Stealing a piece of bacon,

which led me to their saltbox home.

he was off to tend his chickens.

The big snow outside
hugged the pond and chilled their windows.
Deer lay embedded

I stare back at her,

in the valleys of deep mountain laurel.

lost in her voice as she tells me stories of her
youth.

I was greeted with the aroma
of maple syrup and Apple wood on the fire.

I admire her;
her eyes are emeralds.
She is comforting,
warm, and tender.

As her eyes met mine,
they gleamed with excitement.
English breakfast tea filled our bistro mugs:
two sugars, light cream.

Suddenly, the door slammed shut, and I knew
it was Pop.
He still stands tall:
“Once a Marine, always a Marine!”
He moseyed his way up the stairs,
covered in wood shavings from carving his
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Again and again,
I find myself there:
in a familiar place,
that feels more like home than here.

Self-Portrait
Meg McMurdy
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Night and Day
Lauren Robitaille

I like to watch the sun

Becoming a muse, creating art,

come up.
A rising sun brings possibilities,

sustaining life.
A setting sun takes her long-awaited breath,

she brings atonement.
A rising sun isn’t afraid or hopeful,
only sure.

slipping into a peaceful sleep;
Only to be used again by the other side of the
world.

Sure, that once she rises and falls,
she will rise again.
A cycle etched in stone,
beautiful and sadistic.
A rising sun’s purpose is to create and sustain
others.
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Sunset on the Farm
Leo Costello

Amongst the
Susquehanna
Matt Godek

There we sat in quiet thought,
Our fingers intertwined.
Finding all the answers sought,
A profound state of mind.
As we sat and watched the sun
Amongst the endless road,

Fleeting

Sam Romberger
Two arms create a pendulum, swinging.
A metronome measuring the distance
between two points –
The moment affection bursts from its
seed,
And the moment a stiff wind knocks it,
brittle, to the ground.
Two hands create a dove, fluttering.
Its beak pecking at each feather on its
gentle wings –

Current swept and water spun
It seemed that time had slowed.
Light that shined deep red and gold
Was cast across her face.
Painting stories never told
Now spoken through her grace.
Beauty shows in many ways,
And in this gentle hue,
Sitting in those ardent rays
A love began anew.

Thumbs rubbed along the sides of
palms –
Until it bursts into the air to find a new
perch.
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My Body
Sarah Kaden

This is my body: monstrous, marred, disgust

These are my thighs: they tough in swollen rub

Malformed, repugnant, putrid, ugly crust

They’re damp, despised, grotesque and sweaty
chub

This is my brain: so fucked, just hopeless, bleak
All filled with Prozac, words I cannot speak
This is my face: uneven, far too plump
My awkward features under acned clump
These are my hands: fingers engorged and fat
They’re clumsy, fumbling, ugly useless shat
This is my chest: a home to heart and hate
Where rotting breast malformed proceeds to inflate
This is my heart: its feeble, frantic search
It loves too fast, consumed in turn by hurt
This is my stomach: rolling hate mound
Disgusting, swollen, fucking bloated pound
This is my vulva: gross, forbidden place
Of sex and wanting, I wish to erase
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This is my body: monstrous, marred, disgust
Malformed, repugnant, putrid, ugly crust

Look Up, For I’ll be Waltzing
on a Cloud
Matt Godek

My love, if someone comes to bring me home

This life that we’ve been granted as a gift,

I’ve taken up the time that I’m allowed.

Will teach us many things we need to know.

Forever in the sky, I’m free to roam

Amongst a sea of prophecies we drift,

Look up, for I’ll be waltzing on a cloud.

All ending when we’ve had our time to grow.

My friends, if I have found a place to rest,

And now that I have done my duty here,

Please know that I have never gone away.

With all the tools and strength I’ve been endowed,

If needing astral aid at my request,

Whenever you are longing for me near,

I’ll send a message forth as clear as day.

Look up, for I’ll be waltzing on a cloud.

A Walk Among Giants
Leo Costello
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The Warehouse
Liam Coverdale
I spent a

the warm air was

summer

laced with our commentary

working in a warehouse

on the problems of the world

boxes moved

and how to fix

stacked

them.

moved
stacked

the bell sounded
the boxes had to be moved

the tedium was broken

and every day was like

by friendships

the next

forced by proximity.

except some days

Mike, a petroleum engineer

the table had one more

laid off.

empty seat

Chris, a college dropout.

with no goodbye

Mohammad, who worked days

just an

in the warehouse

empty seat.

and nights
at UPS.

as fate would have it
boxes

four hours bought us fifteen

moved and stacked

minutes at a wooden table

outweigh

with plastic seats

the coalescence of ideas

as the news droned on a

around plastic

nearby TV

chairs.
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Three Mile Island
Hannah Edwards

as a child peeking out the window
winding through the vanishing, patchwork
countryside, i made up stories
about the ancient, blinking monsters
with their comically undersized red eyes
that sat behind the hills
when i’d take you home
through the quilted hills of farmland
we’d always pass under the gaze
of the rotund, lazy beasts
clustered, perched on their island in the valley,
unmoving, unnatural giants
who blinked their beady red eyes at us
as they allowed us pass under them

One Vision
Maggie Boccella

they sit, two of them billowing thick smoke.
and I wonder idly if they know
that their silent companions are long dead
and long empty,
or if even the remaining monsters
fear another meltdown
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Unsettled
James Moyer

The stubborn root stuck to the soil. Muriel adjusted her grip closer to the base and gave another swift
tug.
“Come on, damn you,” she grumbled.
It was a dandelion. She hated to have any weed in her garden, but a dandelion was the worst. It pretended
as a flower; it acted like something it wasn’t.
“You son of a—” she grunted with another yank.
The ranch had been hers for just over a decade, ever since Pappy died. He was a good man, Pappy.
Strong, too, though he didn’t look it: tall and slender, but with forearms and hands toughened from work. She was
much shorter and stouter, but just as strong.
“There y’are, ya little bastard,” she said as the albino stub lifted. She tore the thing up for good measure.
It was, after all, her sixth attempt.
Muriel was not one to give in without a fight. Growing up, her friends had always called her “Mule”
from her unyielding nature. Her tenacity kept her in the cutthroat railroad industry for forty years, but she was
never promoted beyond the title of “secretary.” Not that she lacked ambition; opportunities for advancement were
limited, what with the nature of the industry and, more significantly, the fact that she was a woman.
Slowly straightening her back, she let out a contented sigh as she surveyed the sprawling prairie before
her. She felt the lifting of a weight from her chest. It was finally all hers.
Then, an automobile pulled up the drive. Muriel snapped to attention like a wary rabbit listening for a
predator. She watched the black vehicle slink along the dusty path and splutter to a halt a few feet from her. The
door creaked open; a polished shoe slipped out.
Muriel squinted at the man before her, more from suspicion than from the blazing sun.
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“Are you Muriel Steele?” he croaked in a quiet yet firm voice. He was clad all in black, barring
the pressed cotton shirt beneath his coat-tailed suit. He wore a bowtie and bowler, and thin, circular glasses
accentuated his angular face.
“Who’s asking?” Her squint tightened.
“Ms. Steele, my name is Nicholas Bennett. I am a representative of the Conrad National Bank of
Montana, here today on official business. I trust you know why I have come?”
Her expression had not changed. “I do not.”
The corner of his mouth twitched into a near imperceptible smirk. “Ma’am, you are aware that you have
a fairly sizeable sum of unpaid dues owed to the bank, are you not?” He spoke with his head cricked to one side,
chin out, eyebrow raised.
Her gloved hands remained fixed to her hips. “That can’t be right,” she replied matter-of-factly. She
turned and bent down to continue the garden work. “I ain’t never owed the bank nothin’, all my life.”
“Well,” Nicholas started, unfolding a thin slip of paper from his breast pocket, “according to this
statement, an account in your name has a current outstanding debt of three-thousand, nine-hundred and fifty-four
dollars and sixteen cents. And it has had it for six months now, so, with interest, that would come to exactly fourthousand and thirteen dollars and forty-seven cents.”
Muriel froze, eyes widened. “Six months?”
“Yes, ma’am. Since the ninth of January. And the bank has sent you letters every month since that time,
alerting you to the dues. I would advise you check on your post more often.”
“That . . . that’s when my husband died,” she mumbled, her back still turned.
“Correct, ma’am. You shared a joint account with Mr. Steele, did you not? So, with his passing, you
incurred his debt, which totals four-thousand and thirteen dollars and forty-seven cents, as of today.”
Muriel stayed hunched over, staring at her dirt-mottled work gloves, resentment deepening her wrinkles.
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“Let’s go inside,” she hissed.
“Very good, ma’am. Very good.”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The inside of the house was a mess. Boxes and mounds of papers lined the walls. The entryway was
cluttered with crates of musty vegetables, wrinkled from the dry air.
They spoke around the small kitchen table. Nicholas reclined in a wooden chair. Muriel stood. Wan
light seeped into the room.
“Is it not customary to offer your visitors a beverage, Ms. Steele?”
“I don’t get visitors.” She had a solid stance: shoulders rolled forward, like a boxer.
“Well, you’ll forgive me, but I was raised with manners, Ms. Steele. Standards. The proper way one
must act, especially in the company of others, was part of my early instruction. It seems . . . country folk”—he
nearly spit at the words—“such as yourself have . . . different values.”
Muriel thought of her childhood, of her mother’s hour-long sessions on how a “proper lady” presents
herself. She remembered the back straightenings, the dainty eatings, the voice stiflings. “You’ll never keep a job
in town if you can’t behave like a lady,” she had told her. She was right.
“Seems we have,” she replied coolly.
“Indeed,” he huffed, glancing about the room. “Now then, Ms. Steele, I shall require a firm commitment
from you regarding the form of payment you wish to pursue in order to settle the debt.”
“. . . Excuse me?” She spoke in a graveled whisper.
“The payment, Ms. Steele. Do you intend to pay with cash? Check? Or another financial equivalent?”
“. . . I ain’t payin’,” she replied, her head advancing toward him.
“Well, if monetary compensation is not an option for you at this time, the bank would require you to
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leverage your personal property against the debt.”
“‘Leverage?’” The corners of her eyes sharpened.
“Yes. Surrender to the bank a portion of your land whose value sufficiently covers the sum owed.”
“. . . You want me to give up my land? The land that’s been in my family for generations? Land I been
workin’ my whole life? All for some debt that ain’t mine?”
“Ms. Steele, as I have explained, you have a joint account with your late husband. As such, you are
responsible for—”
“Not one cent of it!”
His subtle smirk returned. “Incorrect. You are responsible for repaying the sum in full. And if you
refuse to pay, well, I can arrive at no other solution than your property being foreclosed upon, and you may
even find yourself in a correctional facility, which, as I am sure you will agree, is no place for a lady. Now, I
assume you do not wish to pursue such an unfortunate and unnecessary course of action, do you, Ms. Steele?”
Her expression went numb. She mechanically pulled out the chair before her and slumped into it.
“. . . Now you listen here.” She stared at her folded hands as she spoke. “My husband was a bad man.
He was rotten: a liar and a drunk. Pro’ly a cheat, too, but I never cared enough to find out. Sure, he started out
real sweet—bought me flowers an’ that—but then he went bad. An’ he took to games of chance. When he was
winnin’, it was all smiles, but when he lost, there was hell to pay. An’ he didn’t win much. Now, I like to think
I gave him back as good as I got—I know how to throw a punch—but he always gave the last blow.” Her eyes
burned into Bennett’s. “I guarantee he lost all that money gamblin’. I’ll bet he lied when he borrowed it, too,
sayin’ he was goin’ to fix this place up with it or some such nonsense. But I tell you straight, I ain’t never seen a
dime o’ that money. So, you’ll forgive me if I’m blunt, but I don’t owe you, or your bank, nothin’.”
His smirk had not faded. “Well, Ms. Steele, I’m afraid my associates and I are more concerned with
the status of the outstanding balance than with the nature of its establishment. It makes no difference to the
bank how the debt was accrued; what matters is how it will be repaid.” He looked away from her. “I am . . .
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sorry to hear of your . . . unfortunate circumstances, but, despite your objections, the fact remains: you, and only
you, are liable for repayment. So, do you intend settlement by cash? Check? Or property acquisition?”
His raised eyebrows faced her level ones. Afternoon grey filtered into the cramped space. The antique
clock ticked moments of pause.
“. . . Would you excuse me?” she muttered flatly.
“Of course, Ms. Steele. Take some time to consider your options.”
“Oh, I will,” she replied, walking deliberately into the next room.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Muriel returned with a shotgun.
“M-M-Ms. Steele, w-w-w-what are you doing?” Nicholas whined, recoiling in the chair.
It was a beautiful double-barrel with a brightly polished mahogany stock. She pointed it off to the side,
cradling it like a child.
“Get off my land.”
He held his hands out from his chest, as if he could block bullets with them. They trembled vigorously.
“N-Now, please, Ms. Steele, consider the consequences.” His voice quavered wildly. “Surely you must realize
that this will not resolve the issue but only exacerbate it.”
She looked down at him calmly. “Oh, I do. I know violence ain’t never the way, an’ I know folks like
you’ll keep comin’ back here, thirstin’ for somethin’ they ain’t never gonna get a sip of. But I’ve had enough of
you, an’ if any more like you come along, I’ll stand ‘em down just the same. Now get!”
“Ms. Steele, I implore you think about the repercussions of your actions—how difficult your life will
become if you continue with . . . with . . . this.”
She chuckled. “My whole life’s been difficult. I ain’t sacrificin’ the part of it I like most.”
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“You are mistaken. You will be giving up so much more if you do not simply comply with the bank’s
demands.”
“That’s what you think. That ain’t what I know. Now get!”
“Ms. Steele, please—”
She pointed the barrel at him. “Get!”
He shot back in his chair and trotted out the entryway. Muriel moved to the opening. She saw him
walking at a moderate pace back to the automobile obscuring the view to her garden.
Muriel fired into the ground just in front of her porch. Nicholas jumped at the sound of the shot and ran
to the vehicle.
Once he was out of sight, she turned to go back inside. “Ya little bastard,” she said with a half-smile.
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The Discovery of Desire
Jayden Swann

Gliding on the surface and feeling my body become one with all the elements around me
is the best thing that I have ever experienced or will understand. A total feeling of weightlessness.
Maybe even a rush of all of the wonderful and disastrous situations I’ve ever had to face all at
once, blowing through your hair, pulling at your clothes, and best of all filling that void I’d hope
would one day be full. It’s as if god himself has reached into my chest and took out my entire life
before my very own eyes. And before I have time to comprehend what had happened, I changed
my outlook on my entire existence.
Struggling for breath. Trapped under the unforgivable surface of that river, yet I was still
fighting for that gasp of air, and I didn’t even understand why. Maybe I wasn’t ready to let go of
my life, although I wasn’t quite grateful of the one I had been living. As the wheel spun and we
drove off of that bridge all I could think was that my problems would be over, but something had
somehow clicked in that last second of battle between life and death. That urge to live broke me,
that urge to live surprised me, that urge to live taught me.
From then on, I vowed to myself that life was something precious. Something of value.
Something to cherish, because one day, I won’t have a choice. My life would end with not one
explanation and that’s the time when I’ll need it the most.
Sometimes I can still feel the water flowing right out the reach of my lips. Sometimes I
can still smell the burning of the rubber tire streaks we left on the bridge. Sometimes I can still
see him. His hair, floating with the current of the water. His skin, pale, lifeless, and cold to the
touch. You can’t forget something like that.
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The Hidden Lake
Hannah McConnell

The last conversation we had before we struck the water was a fight. Our minds were
incapable of speaking but the moment the car hit the bridge, we lost all sense of the argument.
Had either of us known that we could never look at each other the same, I bet you our talk
would’ve gone a little differently.
He lived a life full of appreciation and after that incident, truly understood how life was
supposed to be lived. He went on to do amazing things with his newfound admiration for living.
Unfortunately for me, it was too late. Before the accident I dreamed of escaping this world,
wanting, nay wishing to die. Now that I have, my only desire is to live. I fell in love with life, but
it was just after mine ended.
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My Gardener

Pleasant Sprinkle-Williams
She was a gardener,
New to the plot of land she now cared for.
Weeds grew to the heights of giants,
Their limbs gnarled and crawling along every bit
of land.

It was dead
		

Disfigured

				Ruined
		

To anyone else…

Down she descended upon the weeds,

But not to the gardener.

Fighting

She saw hope and a long-lost beauty in this
flower,

Hacking
		Tearing.
The smell of vegetation fermented the air,
Choking her in the invisible green mist.

So she tended to it.
Every day she spoke to it,
B r e a t h i n g bits of life into its
needy lungs.

Yet she persisted.
She watered it delicately,
Days of war became weeks,

Tilting its wilted head back and
drizzling water down

But soon the bodies of the green beasts littered the
earth
		

Its parched throat.

While she dragged them out,
Hand by hand.

She builds a fence around it,

Underneath the rubble,
			The carcasses,
				There laid a tired
rose
Thorns flimsy and dull,
Leaves turning a burnt umber,
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Flower bleeding its dried red.

Protecting the weak exterior of its
body from the crawling weeds
		

Trying to return.

For months she cared for this rose,
Never seeing a change.
And when winter came,

She built a roof to protect it from the brutal
snow.
Slowly, the color returned to the flower.
It stood Taller,
Its thorns stronger.
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Days Like These
Samantha Staub

I always knew my friend nature was beautiful, but it was days like these that really awed
me. The thick damp air surrounded my body as I leisurely walked through my favorite field. We
knew each other well by now. The dew-covered grass soaked my skin one tiny droplet at a time
and tickled me as the cold water nipped at my ankles. Tiny white and yellow flowers looked
happy to have their thirst quenched. As I walked, I glanced behind me and saw my footsteps
spring back to life with the elasticity of newly greened grass. I slowly looked up at the tired gray
sky and continued my path, knowing there was nothing in my way to halt my admiring gaze as
I had made this march many times before. The wind tossed my hair politely at my face as my
dress hugged tightly to one side of my body and drifted from the other. I didn’t mind. I inhaled
the sweet spring air into my joyful lungs and dreaded my bare skin ever having to touch asphalt
again.
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Cherry Blossom
Erin Garrett
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Just One Reason Not To
Samantha Staub
I stood there,

Even lower on this rearward sway,

Sideways on that strange balance beam,

My entire body slipping backwards

Maybe 200 meters in the air,

Off the concrete balance beam supporting me.

My body teetering with my weight
Swaying forward, back, forward, back.
Feet tilting, adjusting to the slow oscillating
movements,

A rusty metal seesaw seat squeaking swiftly
downward
Through the still park air,

Toes dipping, stabilizing,

Eager legs dangling below,

Heels dipping, stabilizing,

Waiting to bend and abruptly straighten,

Tiny seesaws of my being;

And send the worn seat sailing upward again.

Arms like a soldier at ease,

Only, my sawing partner (the deceitful voice),

Not attempting to succor my risky acrobatic
act.

Jumped off unexpectedly,

Just one reason not to,
A voice in my head reminded me.
But the voice was raspy and insincere,
Equally naïve and slyly perfidious.
So, my see-sawing heels dipped down
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A cruel playground joke,
And as my feet slipped from that beam,
I realized I would not be catapulted
Upward into the air again,
But would only remain falling,
Until I hit the cruel and harsh ground with my
entire being.

I fell, backwards, from the bridge.
An old ragdoll descending from a little girl’s
arms

Falling slower than the rest of her heavy
plush body.
Delicate pink dress, stringy yarn hair
Floating excitedly upward,

To the carpet as she is gifted with a new toy,

Away from her torso and head,

As she lets go.

Like seaweed swaying in the rippling
ocean.

Back slightly cupped,
Arms and legs staggered in the air,

Cheers

Megan White

And then I hit.
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And Still I Know I Have Not Lost You
Rebecca Easton

His name was James. He was known for his bowtie affinity and his love of music. He was
a skilled trombone player.
He was seventeen years old when he passed away.
I did not know James personally. However, I do know that we were in the same District Band
concert in 2013. I remember the pieces we played together: Wild Nights by Frank Ticheli, Second
Suite in F by Gustav Holst, and Lux Aurumque by Eric Whitacre. He sat in the row behind me,
where the trombones had been situated so that our French horn bells blasted them with fortissimo
upbeats during the PMEA March.
Districts came two weeks before County Band. Sometime in the midst of those two weeks,
James suddenly and unexpectedly lost his life. The students at my high school learned of his
passing as we boarded the bus to leave for the first Counties rehearsal.
James was supposed to be at Counties. When we entered the wood-paneled auditorium of
the host school, we did not joke around. We left our cases among the seats and headed for the stage.
I played a few warm-up scales and tried to ignore the empty chair a few rows behind me.
The students from his school wore bowties to the rehearsal—the horn player next to me
had a green sequined one hanging loosely from her neck. It clashed with her burgundy shirt, as if
attempting to fill some void that it couldn’t fill.
A bowtie is no replacement for a life.
Our conductor waited until an hour into practice to address James’ absence. It was clear
that not everyone knew a student had died. Eyes fell upon the vacant chair amidst the trombone
section. He could have been first chair. He might have earned a solo in our reseating auditions.
A Frank Ticheli piece was in our repertoire—Shenandoah. Our conductor announced at
first rehearsal that we would dedicate Shenandoah to James. The boy who should have been there.
A lost member of our family of musicians.
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Playing through Shenandoah in rehearsal was difficult. It was not particularly difficult
on the chops, but it was emotionally exhausting. The piece often concluded with wet eyes and
defeated looks. Some band members would fiddle with their instruments in an attempt to distract
themselves from the sorrow.
The concert came two days later. We took the stage, sweating in our stiff marching band
uniforms and struggling to balance our bulky instruments in our laps, sipping from water bottles
as the hot lights bore down on us.
Shenandoah was not the opener or closer for our concert. We played it near the end of the
program. Before the first notes sounded, however, James’ band director was invited to speak. He
accepted the microphone and told some anecdotes about James—humor, his leadership, his drive.
Though most people in the auditorium had never met James, we knew him. We saw him in our
marching band friends. We saw him in our inside jokes from long summer practices. We were
James, collectively and as individuals.
Shenandoah began slowly, emotions traveling from our hearts to our mouthpieces. The
grief that had weighed so heavily in our chests filled the auditorium. It resonated off of the walls. I
found, as we reached the twentieth measure, I was no longer a part of the band—I was part of the
music. I had, in a way, transcended to the melody. I became the low F that began the song, and the
gradual horn crescendo. I became the flute trio who stood as they played. I became the rumble of
the tubas as they carried the baseline. I became the sound that filled the audience.
As we reached the climax of the piece, we played as loudly and passionately as we could.
We watched the conductor through eyes blurred by tears. The tempo slowed as the band reached
the coda. We faded to a close as one entity but did not set our instruments down. We kept our
mouthpieces to our lips, our reeds between our teeth. And the audience kept their hands in their
laps.
In high school chorus, our director encouraged us to sing slow songs so sweetly that
the audience would be unable to applaud immediately afterwards. During chorus concerts, we
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watched our conductor’s face as he counted the number of seconds between our cutoff and the
audience’s applause, his smile growing with each second of silence. I cannot fathom how large his
smile would have been had he conducted Shenandoah at Counties. I looked over the faces of the
audience members to gauge their reactions.
We had moved them to tears. They sat still, tears tracing lines down their cheeks. Not
one of them moved. Even the hyperactive middle school students were stunned into silence and
stillness. I noticed, for the first time, that I was also crying. Salty tears passed through my lips and
fell upon my tongue.
After a full minute of silence, we continued to the next piece. I was so focused on the power
of Shenandoah that I missed the downbeat.
Two years later, I was a senior at Districts. Our conductor looked familiar, and it wasn’t
until he made a joke about sweater vests (one which I had definitely heard before) that I made the
connection. This man conducted Shenandoah with us. I approached him during a break and told
him that I had been part of that band. His eyes darkened as we talked about James and Shenandoah.
“I haven’t conducted that piece to this day,” the conductor told me.
“Really?” I asked.
He nodded. “I don’t think I want to. That song is forever in that moment for me. Playing it
anywhere else would feel wrong.”
As much as I wanted to play Shenandoah in my high school band before I graduated,
I agreed with him. That piece belonged to James and our band, to his friends new and old. It
belonged to everyone in that auditorium in 2013. It belongs to the magic of that moment, and I
have no right to change that. It is a sacred reminder of the unity of a band. It is part of James, and
part of me.
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Self-Portrait
Kearney Nevills
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All the Boys I’ve Ever Kissed
Sara Kroboth

1. He swore on everything holy that I was beautiful; I wonder if he lost his religion the day
he changed his mind.
2. We acted like pawns and looked to find ourselves in each other.
3. He drank too much, and I never found out what he was trying to forget.
4. We both forgot winning a battle is accompanied with fallen soldiers.
5. His mouth tasted like beer, and the next morning, I couldn’t remember the color of his
eyes.
6. It felt like an accident, the only person to blame was the universe.
7. I wanted, and regretted, and ached for nothing.
8. I built a home in a broken person and cut myself on the way out the door.
9. Revenge should have been sweet honey and innocent glances, but instead it was smeared
mascara and liquor that burned.
10. We had matching bruises on our hearts, so I tattooed my name on his brain instead.
11. He couldn’t get his breath back, but I was the one who couldn’t breathe.
12. Kissing him was meeting a ghost of a past self.
13. I was under the sea and mistook him for an oxygen tank.
14. My whole world was spinning; he was the only thing that stood still.
15. I invited the pain into my home and greeted it like an old friend.
16. For the first time, I believed in fate, but when I called for him in the night, he did not
answer.
17. I threw wood on the fire and dared it to burn me.
18. It didn’t matter, it didn’t matter, it didn’t matter.
19. I asked him if he understood the game, and when he said no, I offered to teach him the
rules.
20. He was soft and kind and wanted and wanted and wanted.
21. I asked him if he loved me, and he said this was the spelling bee: he would need a
definition before answering.
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22. His life was a movie, and I had always wanted to be a star.
23. I told him he felt like home; he said all his bedrooms were full.
24. He wanted me to be the world. I wanted to be a galaxy.
25. I gave him the key to my secrets, and he swallowed it.

Evolve

Damani Odom
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Unexpected Liberation
Kayla Wolf

If it is one thing I learned in life so far, it is the fact that life never goes as planned. “The British
are coming!” I would say each October since my freshman year, secretly hoping that one day I would
have the ability to partake in that opportunity. Then, March comes along and with the excitement of
Spring Break, there is also an excitement stemming from the senior students leaving for England. It
is what makes my hometown school district great: the programs they provide to travel abroad on an
exchange program. “Mom, they left for England today. They must be so excited.” I would say, walking
through my front door after school. Each year was the same conversation, but always ended in frustration,
as I had always concluded that I would never be able to experience an exchange program such as the
British Exchange.
For some people, it was money or conflicts of interest that would preclude their participation;
however, it was my anxiety that told me I would never be a part of it. After all, going to a friend’s house

Monument and Drums
Shane Bahn
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for a sleepover was an impossible task, let alone the idea of flying across the ocean with people I did not
know. I struggled with fear of the unknown and social situations; I cared too much about what people
think and I was in constant worry about being judged. I don’t remember a time when I was not filled with
worried thoughts. It remained only a dream to travel. I had no other expectations for myself; I was held
captive by my irrational fears.
I was sitting in my English class early junior year listening to the enthusiastic speeches
presented by seniors who had just gotten back from the “once-in-a-lifetime” opportunity. They prepared
PowerPoints with lots of pictures and answered questions from interested students. As I had done in
previous years, I returned home ready to tell my mom that I wanted to apply. Unlike previous years, I said
it with commitment, with the idea that I was going to do this. I battled with this thought for a month until
it had become time for applications and interviews.
Three voices hounded me while I signed my name on the bottom of the paper: “You can do it.
There is nothing to worry about,” “Kayla, come on, you should do it. There’s a chance all of your friends
will be there, and it’s an experience of a lifetime,” “You can’t even leave the house and you think you can
leave for two weeks?” I could not think straight, and I was suddenly confused. My heart was racing, and it
felt as though the air was strangling me. The fact that I was simply thinking about going away was nearly
enough to make me want to curl into a ball and shut the world out. With loving support, or coercion, from
my friends and family, I cautiously sent in the application with clammy hands and a head full of negative
thoughts. “Maybe I won’t be selected” or “Maybe the trip will get canceled” echoed through my brain. No
way did they want me; I am shy, awkward, and boring.
The interview process went quickly. What I remember most was how oddly calm I was. The
queasiness I normally felt in anxiety-induced situations was not the same; it was a feeling of reassurance
as if I was meant to be here and meant to be a part of this exchange. I wasn’t struggling for air and my
heart wasn’t beating as if it was about to explode. “Why did you choose to pursue occupational therapy?”
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Mr. Redican, the lead teacher on the exchange, asked. The interview was natural and painless;
it was a conversation about my plans for college, my favorite authors, and why I wanted to
participate in the exchange.
Weeks later, the results were emailed to us on a beautiful, Saturday afternoon. I had
double checked the email to make sure it was correct; “Congratulations, Kayla!” it said. “You
have been selected to be on the 2017-2018 British Exchange.” By chance, my two best friends
were also selected and at that moment, I felt as though nothing could stop me. For a moment, my
thoughts had stopped; I was no longer abused by the “you aren’t good enough” and “you won’t
last a day” statements I had heard all throughout my teenage years.
The summer went by in a crazy blur filled with college visits and applications, and late
August we received our British exchange partners. At this point, I was still convinced I was
dreaming; there was no way I was actually invested. As I handed in my first deposit, I was still not
understanding that there was no going back. The calmness and the lack of nervous breakdowns
throughout the year freaked me out. I was confused. Wasn’t there supposed to be a lot of tears and
asking to dropout? What was I supposed to do when I have put down the deposit, but I am still
not sure as to how I will actually survive? I was totally consumed by my questions. Despite our
weekly meetings with the exchange group leading up to our departure, I was able to put the idea of
leaving home behind me. Was it the schoolwork? Was it my friends? Or maybe, it was because of
the feeling I had earlier in the year- the feeling that I was meant to be here. Either way, the date of
departure was looming over my head like a large, dark cloud.
Weeks before March 22, 2018, I was still not facing the idea that I was about to fly seven
hours across the ocean and stay with a host family for two weeks. Something as little as throwing
out trash in the middle of class or saying “here” during attendance is enough to send my nervous
system into a crash and burn situation; and, here I am about to launch myself into this new
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environment with no prior preparation.
Not until a week before did I experience my anxious feelings; they were like mean, distant
cousins that had showed up to a family reunion- unannounced and unwanted. Time stood still as I slowly
packed the suitcase. “Do you have your passport?” Mom asked; She tried to seem normal, but I could
see the tired eyes. It was not out of the ordinary that I had made the whole household anxious, simply by
existing. Nothing in my life had prepared me for this experience. As I boarded the bright, yellow, school
bus, the feeling that all was right in the world reappeared; this time, it was comforting, liberating. A year
ago, I would never had thought about getting on that bus, but then again: life never goes as planned.
Sometimes, you just have to roll with it.
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Homeless Feet
Shane Bahn

Hunger

Sam Romberger
Hunger:

Her voice sympathetic.

Nothing made me prouder.

But I was brimming, beaming brightly,

Nothing felt better than a stomach constricting --

Grinning to know I was wasting away.

The pang at the thought of

Glad to see myself fade,

A spoonful of anything.

Laughing, “good riddance!”

Nothing made me prouder
Than a stomach full of nothing.

Numbers:

Or shivering in the sun.

They became the measurement of my worth.

Or digging a new notch in a belt.

A reverse score – the lower the better.
Words like “smart,” “funny,” “pretty”

Pride:

Were no longer compliments.

I had never felt proud before.

I only blushed at “tiny,” “little,” “small.”

I was eighteen when I tried to give blood,
But I weighed too little.

Dizzy:

The nurse said, “I’m sorry,”

Every day I felt dizzy.
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Every morning I woke up
With a paperweight in my head.
Every day I ran until my legs turned to Jell-O.
I ran until I was dizzy.

And it felt good.
Almost as good as warm steam from the shower
As I pressed my knees to the bathroom floor
And leaned over a drain,
Releasing what I didn’t deserve.
Nothing made me prouder.

Goose’s Wings
Erin Garrett
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Between the Lines
Megan White
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6:37am Insomnia [Day 4]
Damani Odom
It wasn’t love.
It couldn’t have been. This ending was sure and precise. Robotic. Checklist. Itinerary. That’s
not the love I know.
Love is messy leaps of faith without a destination, love is I don’t knows and maybes, we’ll
sees and let’s trys. It’s full of uncertainty paired with an aggressive need to pursue any hint
of flailing chance. Its an unplanned web weaved out of quickly unraveling thread.
Am I attempting to make something out of nothing or showing that what was reduced to
nothing was certainly a whole lot of something- to me.
It’s uncontrollable and slightly terrifying, incredibly terrifying, I was terrified- were you?
Cause if you aren’t afraid are you even alive? Is it even worth it? Does it even matter? It
doesn’t, it didn’t, I couldn’t have matteredNot to you.
Staleness and stagnancy assumed your authority. Where’s your harsh heartfelt clinging
effort? Your bitter blend of see you later when you know for a fact it’s farewell?
Nonexistent.
All that’s clouded in my memory is yeahs and okays uttered with the slightest of dismay.
Last words of indifference. That’s not the love I know.
Surely, and precisely, that could not have been love- for me.
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Night Owl
James Moyer
There she is:

Standin’ by the stop sign,

Black tracksuit, pink undershirt.

She’s gotta wanna be noticed by
someone.

There she is:
Out at night, under the floodlight,
Just standing there on the sidewalk.
There she is:
Holding a cigarette
Half burnt out,
Stroking her thigh.
What is she up to
Out here alone?
She lookin’ for somebody?
I’m surprised
No one’s lookin’ for her.
What’s she up to anyway
Bent over like that,
Movin’ her hand like that,
In public?
The cars keep pullin’
Up to her from the back lot.
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That ain’t just strokin’ she’s doin’;
It’s all vigorous—
She’s puttin’ her all into it—
And they just pull up to her
And keep drivin’ by,
And she don’t care,
Does she?
There she is:
A middle-aged woman
Beside the Giant supermarket,
Frantically scratching at lottery tickets,
And here I am:
Sitting, staring,
Wondering what life has done to her.
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Creatures of the Deep

Andrew DeWalt
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Anorexia Nervosa
Sarah Kaden

I will choose health to be my goal this day
because the mirror shows a fleshy breast,
enlarged gross belly in a foul display,
grotesque form living only to ingest.
And though the scale ticks down and down, I am
still fucking fat! So fat, so vile and fat.
I’m ne’er enough and I’m a fucking sham,
my sickness says. I reap what I begat.
But there is good to be gained from this vice.
My collarbones and cheekbones will reach skies.
My skin is soft and fluffy, cold as ice.
An ocean will fill air between my thighs.
But failure comes in handfuls of fried chips,
an extra cashew when I’m allowed ten,
oh fuck! The bones have not burst from my hips,
perfection lost, and failure comes again.
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Black Coffee
Samantha Staub

I glance down at my coffee mug,

Begging you to take a bite;

All decorated with positive quotes,

But when you do,

Uplifting colors, and

Blackness fills your mouth.

Innocent illustrations,
Filled with black coffee,

You see,

And I realize

Life has a funny way of

We are the same.

Deceiving you,
Making harsh jokes

You can fill a universe with
Planets and stars,
Meteors and aliens,
But somewhere in the middle

Sitting back and watching from a distance,

There is surely a black hole

Waiting for you to trip,

Patiently waiting

Grinning as you mess up.

To inevitably destruct it all.
But somewhere at the peak of our agony
The rotten apple still shines red,
Sun glinting from its waxy surface,
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We find pleasure.

An dem Eibsee
Samantha Seely
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Peaking Out
Jess Pron
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Marie

Lauren Robitaille
Petite shoulders strengthened by
years of carrying the weight of the world.
Roads travelled slowly with hands feeling
wind through rolled down windows.
Marie, have you seen my shirt?
Trust gained and broken in a snap of coarse fingers.
Strings tied loosely around your collar,
pulled tighter every time you leave.
Socks and stamps kept in the left-hand drawer,
cotton and glue mingled together.
Marie, where are my pants?
On the edge of seventeen moons colliding;
Bursting to the brim with blues and violets.
Hair tied gently back, strands tucked behind pink
ears.
Eyes bloodshot, tears streaked
across freckled cheeks.
Marie, where’d you put my heart?
Deep in your back pocket?
Rattling, trapped beside coins and
keys.
Or is it stuck between the pages of a book
on the shelf.
Waiting to be opened;
to read out, bleed out.
An urgent pulse beats beneath the floorboards.
A silent vibration; Marie.
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